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1. Abstract 
The motivation for this thesis has emerged from the growing attention to energy policy and the expanding 

market of offshore wind energy with the case company, Ørsted, being a pioneer. This combined with an 

interest within the field of internationalization and strategy development has fostered the focus on Ørsted’s 

venture in Taiwan and its qualities to improve strategy development for Japan.  

The thesis takes point of departure in the exposed case of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan. A thorough analysis 

of internal and external factors of Ørsted uncovers underlying factors that have shaped the venture of Ørsted 

in Taiwan. Based on these findings, the underlying external factors in Japan are assessed to serve as predic-

tive elements for how Ørsted’s strategy should be developed for Japan utilizing the experiences from Taiwan.  

In order to develop a strategy for Ørsted in Japan, the author has adopted the strategy tripod and adapted it 

to include theoretical additions of relevance using the firm-based view, the industry-based view and the in-

stitution-based view as the base for strategy building. Interviews with Ørsted employees have provided ex-

tensive knowledge on the venture in Taiwan, the internal resources and capabilities of Ørsted and the indus-

try.   

The utilization of Ørsted’s idiosyncratic resources and capabilities has enabled Ørsted to enter Taiwan and 

based on experiential learning Ørsted can build on their resources and capabilities to improve the strategy 

in Japan. The external environment in Japan is expected to share similarities with Taiwan regarding natural 

conditions, government emphasis on local content and Confucianism, from which experiential learning from 

Taiwan should be drawn. The political economy of both countries emphasizes close relations between com-

panies.  

Based on the findings, Ørsted should pursue the potential partnership with TEPCO. It will enable Ørsted to 

utilize the relationship to gain access to political stakeholders due to the network of TEPCO empowered by 

trust based on Confucianism. Ørsted should utilize their enhanced capabilities as an institutional entrepre-

neur, building on the venture in Taiwan, to influence the auction criteria’s weight on project size where Ør-

sted can maximize economies of scale due to their internal idiosyncratic capabilities related to their inte-

grated approach. The Dai-Ichi Kangyo keiretsu and local content requirements will direct Ørsted’s strategy, 

where based on the learning from Taiwan, Ørsted should couple Japanese novices with industry incum-

bents. If absorbed and internalized, the experiential learning with Confucianism will enable Ørsted to im-

prove their abilities in negotiations and coordination of the supply chain. The ringi system will require an 

adaptive approach of Ørsted as decision-making in Japan is significantly different to Taiwan. 
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6. Introduction  

Ørsted is the world leader for offshore wind energy (OWE) and has in recent years grown their appetite for 

expanding their business massively, also outside the borders of Europe. With a vision of a world running 

entirely on renewable energy (RE) they have a goal of having 15 gigawatt (GW) OWE capacity installed by 

2025, almost tripling the amount from 2018 (Ørsted – Annual Report, 2019).  

To meet this goal, Ørsted has moved outside European borders, where they have established their leading 

position, and have entered the market of Taiwan, which is their first presence in Asia, and they are also 

interested in Japan. Before Ørsted entered Taiwan there was no OWE industry in the country and currently 

there is no industry in Japan (Appendix 1; Appendix 2; Ørsted – TEPCO MoU, 2019).  

Because of the ambitions of Ørsted and the momentum of the industry, with the changing climate as one of 

most heavily debated topics in this day and age globally, I find it incredibly interesting to examine Ørsted’s 

venture in Taiwan, and how Ørsted can utilize the experiences from Taiwan to foster success in Japan. Exten-

sive analysis of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan including company internal factors and external factors will un-

cover how these have affected the case of Ørsted in Taiwan. This will enable the paper to analyze the factors 

in Japan and thereby enable predictions from which strategy for Ørsted in Japan can be developed paying 

attention to replicability and adaptation.   

6.1. Research question  
The purpose of this paper is to examine and analyze how the experiences of Ørsted’s venture can help build 

a strategy for Ørsted’s coming Japanese venture considering the differences and similarities of the external 

context and the experiences gained internally in Ørsted. Thus, my research question is as follows: 

 How can Ørsted use the venture in Taiwan to develop a strategy for Japan?   

 

7. Methodology  
The objective of this section is to explain and elaborate on methodological decisions and considerations made 

in the research process. In order to insure the necessary methodological considerations of the project it co-

vers the areas suggested by Saunders et al. (2016), namely the research purpose, philosophy of science, ap-

proach to theoretical development, choice of methods, research strategy, time horizon, and the data collec-

tion and analysis. The reflections are based on both practical, theoretical and philosophical perspectives.  
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The purpose of this paper is to examine how Ørsted’s experiences in Taiwan can be utilized to develop a 

strategy in Japan. The paper will take point of departure in the case of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan as an 

exposed case example to serve as a predictive element for the expansion to Japan. Firm specific insights on 

Ørsted’s resources, capabilities and their experiences in Taiwan combined with knowledge on the external 

context consisting of institutional coordination in the political economy of Taiwan and industry insights, will 

enable the analysis to establish a base case. By understanding the internal and external factors that have 

affected the case of Ørsted in Taiwan, the analysis of the external environment of Japan affecting strategy 

and the internal resources and capabilities of Ørsted will enable strategy building based on a predictive case 

of Ørsted in Japan. The paper is conducted by considering the firm internal resources, the industry and the 

country institutional factors. This inclusion of the micro, meso and macro levels assures a comprehensive 

analysis enabling the strategy suggestions and hence answering the research question structurally.  

7.1. Philosophy of science 

This paper aims to answer the research question through the scope of critical realism. ‘’Critical realists see 

reality as external and independent, but not directly accessible through our observation and knowledge of 

it’’ (Saunders et al., 2016 p. 139). Critical realisms seek to explain experiences and observations being the 

empirical sensations with the acknowledgement of underlying structures. It recognizes reality as independ-

ent and external but also as difficult to understand due to multiple layers of what exists. Thus, critical realism 

believes that ontology is stratified.  

The ontology of critical realism consists of three levels, namely the empirical, the actual and the real. The 

empirical relates to the events that are experienced or observed. The actual is not necessarily observable 

and consists of events and non-events that are generated by the real. The real is the underlying mechanisms 

and causal structures (Saunders et al., 2016). The epistemological belief of critical realism is that knowledge 

of reality is socially constructed while also making it possible to know the real, as critical realism lends beliefs 

from both positivism and interpretivism.  

A critical realist follows two steps in order to understand the world. The first contains the obtained sensations 

and experiences, while the second step consists of the retroductive cognitive processing of the sensations 

and experiences in order to make sense of them. Hence, as a critical realist, what is first experienced and 

observed, hence the empirical, is not necessarily accepted as the truth and hence the real, but only as the 

truth based on specific experiences and observations. Thus, critical realists simultaneously acknowledge the 

possible underlying structures, which may serve as explanatory to understand and uncover what is real (Saun-

ders et al., 2016). ‘’Critical realism endorses or is compatible with a relatively wide range of research methods 

(Sayer, 2000 p. 19).  
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Critical realism enables the paper to include the external institutional and industrial factors of Taiwan and 

Japan. Furtherly critical realism allows the utilization of data perceived as real and value it as the empirical 

reality found in for instance the case of Ørsted in Taiwan, but also recognizing that this data is based on 

subjective views of the company and its representatives. ‘’Critical realist research … focuses on providing an 

explanation for observable organizational events by looking for the underlying causes and mechanisms …’’ 

(Saunders et al., 2016 p. 140). Thus, it enables the analysis to look for underlying causes and the context of 

Ørsted’s experiences in Taiwan and furtherly analyzing how underlying factors and the context in Japan will 

affect Ørsted’s experiences there and how the strategy should be adapted.  

Critical realism is a well-suited philosophy of science for case study research (Easton, 2010). As context-de-

pendent knowledge can be more valuable and often allows for generalization, even based on a single case, 

to provide theoretical development (Easton, 2010; Flyvbjerg, 2006).  

7.2. Approach to theory development 

This paper follows an inductive approach to theoretical development by observing a specific event and un-

derstanding themes and patterns to generalize, in order to build a theory (Saunders et al., 2016). This allows 

generalization from the case of Ørsted in Taiwan and understanding the underlying internal and external 

factors affecting the case. However, the purpose of the paper is to develop a strategy for Japan, where the 

venture in Taiwan builds on general assumptions and will also incorporate abduction. An abductive approach 

enables generalizability through the interaction of the specific and the general (Saunders et al., 2016), and 

as Ørsted is exposed to new internal and external factors in Japan, it will help identify what assumptions and 

predictions can be made based on the case of Taiwan. 

7.3. Methodological choice 

The paper follows a research design based primarily on qualitative data but including quantitative data hence, 

mixed methods are used. This is common for critical realism (Saunders et al., 2016). Mixed methods will allow 

the research to incorporate qualitative data in the use of e.g. interviews, government policies and academic 

journals and allow for interpretation and analysis of such data. Furtherly, quantitative data will be used to 

understand e.g. specific government policy targets regarding energy production and compare the size of dif-

ferent energy sources or country-specific data. The two sources are used concurrently to enhance under-

standing, analysis and argumentation throughout the project.  
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7.3.1. Qualitative methods  

Qualitative data is implemented in this paper as it allows the inclusion of data that is not numeric nor quan-

tifiable. The qualitative data originates from both two interviews and from secondary sources. This enables 

the inclusion and analysis of interview transcripts as well as political statements, legislation and literature.   

Both interviews for this paper were conducted under four eyes, firstly with Anders Windahl and secondly 

with Alfonso Ma-Tay. This qualitative data enhanced the research quality due to the interviewees’ area-spe-

cific knowledge with special relevance to the paper’s research area. Interviews can be categorized differently 

ranging from structured to unstructured (Saunders et al., 2016). The interview type shall be aligned with the 

research purpose and correlates with the level of formality and standardization, where less standardized 

interviews allow the interviewee to talk more freely (Saunders et al., 2016). The interviews for this paper 

consist of one quite unstructured interview and a semi-structured interview. This enabled the interviewees 

to speak freely and explain reasoning behind events and decisions, thus uncovering underlying structures of 

events and experiences. These types of interviews furtherly allow for flexibility enabling the change of ques-

tion sequence and asking additional questions (Saunders et al., 2016).  

7.3.2. Quantitative methods 

The quantitative data will support the qualitative data concurrently where it is more beneficial. Quantitative 

data enables an objective approach to the research and improves comparable measures of for instance coun-

try specific data regarding population size and GDP per capita levels, industry comparison regarding electric-

ity generation volume in each country as well as some firm specific quantitative data. Quantitative data can 

be divided into categorical data and numerical data (Saunders et al., 2016). The quantitative data brought 

forward in this paper is primarily numerical data, which is quantifiable, as the examples emphasize.  

7.4. Research Strategy 

The research strategy applied in this paper is a case study approach. A case study of Ørsted’s venture in 

Taiwan will provide insights for further expansion to Japan. A case study “… sets out to understand the dy-

namics of the topic being studied with its setting or contexts” (Saunders et al., 2016 p. 184). Hence, the case 

study of Ørsted in Taiwan enables the understanding of the context, and thus how the context of Ørsted in 

Taiwan affects the case, which enables strategic development for Japan where the context is assumed to be 

different. This is furtherly argued as, ‘’… ‘the interaction between a phenomenon and its context is best un-

derstood through in-depth case studies’. An in-depth inquiry can be designed to identify what is happening 

and why, and perhaps to understand the effects of the situation and implications for action’’ (Saunders et 

al., 2016 p. 185). The case study in this paper will combine descriptive, exploratory and explanatory qualities, 
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in order to enhance the analysis and provide ground for generalizability. As argued by Flyvbjerg, a single-case 

study can prove very valuable for scientific development through generalization (2006). The descriptive ele-

ment outlines the experiences of Ørsted in Taiwan. The exploratory part will seek to explore the context of 

the case including the internal firm specific factors and external context-specific factors, and furtherly the 

explanatory will seek to explain how the internal and external factors affect the case and how these will affect 

and shape the case of Ørsted in Japan. The internal factors relate to the resources and capabilities of Ørsted, 

while the external context consists of industry specific factors as well as country specific elements in regard 

to the institutional coordination in the political economy of the two countries. An illustration of this research 

strategy is provided beneath. The figure shows the research strategy process, with green signaling the visible 

experiences of Ørsted in Taiwan, the yellow are the factors affecting the case and thus the strategy of Ørsted 

and the red color indicates the prediction of future events and the strategic suggestions.  

    

Figure 1: Research Strategy (author’s own creation) 

7.5. Time horizon  

The time horizon of research can be designed either in a longitudinal or a cross-sectional perspective. Here 

the cross-sectional, also known as a snapshot, type of research is chosen as it serves to answer the research 

question, which aims at a current strategy for Japan, and the cross-sectional perspective studies a phenom-

enon at a particular time (Saunders et al., 2016). This approach is well suited to explain the relations between 

factors and is often applied to case studies with interviews conducted within a limited time-period (Saunders 

et al., 2016). The research will however include some longitudinal characteristics in order to give insights into 

country, industry and company historical factors that are of relevance for current events.  

External 
factors 

affecting 
Ørsted in 
Taiwan

Internal factors 
of Ørsted

Exposed case 
of Ørsted in 

Taiwan

External 
factors 

affecting 
Ørsted in Japan

Internal factors 
of Ørsted after 
experiences in 

Taiwan

Prediction of 
and strategic 
advice for the 
case of Ørsted 

in Japan
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7.6. Data collection and analysis  

In order to obtain the required data to fulfill the research purpose, primary data through interviews and 

secondary data in regard to reports, literature, government announcements, articles etc. has been collected 

and analyzed.  

As the paper provides a qualitatively motivated analysis of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan. The primary data 

collection consists of two interviews with two long-time Ørsted employees directly involved with Ørsted’s 

Asia-Pacific activities. Firstly, an interview was conducted with Anders Windahl, though it required a lot of 

effort and time to establish. It took over six months from the first initial quick phone call with Anders Windahl 

briefing my research purpose to the time of the interview. It required a number of e-mails, phone calls and 

time to get the interview arranged, which can also be due to the strained position of the Taiwan venture as 

the whole project was put on standby in early 2019 leading up to Ørsted’s final investment decision (FID) 

(Appendix 1). During this time, Anders Windahl was difficult to reach, and no information was available from 

secondary sources as Ørsted was treating the process behind closed doors.  

The interview with Anders Windahl is an in-depth unstructured interview. Anders Windahl, Head of Opera-

tion Preparation Projects at Ørsted, has been working on Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan and has due to this 

visited Taiwan multiple times, thus he provides empirical insights to first-hand experiences of Ørsted in Tai-

wan. Furtherly, Anders Windahl has been employed at Ørsted for over 10 years and thus has great knowledge 

of the company and the industry. The structure of the interview enabled Anders Windahl to speak freely and 

me to ask for further elaboration on certain subjects and gain insights into underlying structures and ask why 

things are the way they are. This interview structure was especially favorable as it was early in the research 

process and enabled me to gain insights into the structure of Ørsted’s work, the industry, and the experiences 

in Taiwan, which thus served the purpose of the interview being to increase understanding of the company, 

the industry and the venture in Taiwan. Anders Windahl helped arrange the interview with Alfonso Ma-Tay, 

due to his expertise and knowledge regarding the strategic decisions of new market entry. The interview with 

Alfonso Ma-Tay, Project Manager and responsible for market entry analysis for Japan and Ørsted employee 

for over 6 years, had the purpose of gaining more insights on the decision-making level regarding country 

and industry conditions that affect the strategy and decision-making of Ørsted and their market assessment 

criteria. As this interview was conducted further in the research process the semi-structured organization of 

the interview was chosen, as the questions were more direct but allowed elaboration from the interviewee 

and allowed me to ask follow-up questions. The interview also provided specific insights into government 

decision-making in both Taiwan and Japan, and Ørsted’s response to these. Furtherly, this interview also 
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allowed me to send further questions via e-mail, giving Alfonso Ma-Tay the opportunity to reflect furtherly 

and prepare material.  

The combined interview material of well over three hours were vital in the conduction of my research. Both 

these interviews provided immensely valuable insights to the case of Ørsted in Taiwan plus information on 

Ørsted’s internal resources and capabilities, as well as the external conditions of Ørsted concerning the in-

dustry and institutional knowledge about the industry and how these different inputs affect the strategy. The 

vitality of the interviews is also due to the industry structure being quite opaque with government and stake-

holder decision-making often not publicly visible, which has increased my dependence on interview data. As 

a critical realist, I am aware of potential bias from the interviewees in favor of the company they represent. 

Furtherly, from an axiological point of view, I am minimizing bias, yet still acknowledging Alfonso Ma-Tay’s 

cultural background, being Honduran and having lived in many different countries around Europe, which I 

argue provides him with an outside perspective on Danish culture and Ørsted’s culture, which is valuable in 

the analysis of the paper.  

Aside from the interviews, the remaining collected information is secondary data, obtained online from e.g. 

governments, academic journals, industry reports and industry-specific news. Though the secondary data is 

collected from legitimate sources, it is due to the topic of research important to be aware of potential bias 

from government announcements and policies, which may be influenced by political incentives and be overly 

ambitious compared to how realistic they are. Furtherly, some statistics and other quantitative data has been 

difficult to obtain and compare, due to different methodological choices of the publishers.   

 

8. Theoretical framework  
This section will introduce a range of different theories, which will relevant and work complimentary to ena-

ble strategy development. Strategic management, or simply strategy, is a discipline that emerged in the lit-

erature in the early 1980s (Peng et al., 2009). It developed together with the industry-based view introduced 

by Michael Porter, followed by the resource-based view, or firm-based view, introduced by Jay Barney, and 

lastly with the institution-based view. These three disciplines cooperatively form a platform for strategy cre-

ation (Peng et al., 2009), and will thus form the bases of the theoretical framework as the core purpose of 

this paper is to conduct a strategy for Ørsted in Japan.   

Mike W. Peng, Sunny Li Sun, Brian Pinkham and Hao Chen point at these three different elements that de-

termine company strategy namely the industry, company resources and the institutions surrounding the 

company and call it the ‘Strategy Tripod’ (Peng et al., 2009). The three different perspectives have different 
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approaches to elements and challenges central for strategy regarding differences of companies, their behav-

ior, their scope, and reasons for the performance of the company. The explanation for success or failure is 

central to the field of strategic management. The firm-based view proposes that it is within the resources 

and capabilities of the company that the explanation for success and failure lies. When studying the company 

through the lens of the industry-based view the reason for company performance will generally be deter-

mined by industry competitiveness. The institution-based view will focus on context of the company, hence 

the institutions, as a determining factor of company performance (Peng et al., 2009). These three different 

perspectives complement one another to conduct and ameliorate the company’s strategy.   

The strategy tripod will thus provide the overarching theoretical framework, as it invites the analysis to con-

sider the company, the industry, and the institutional context and amalgamate the inputs from these differ-

ent elements to discover strategic possibilities and purposes. This will provide a holistic view of the strategy 

creation but as the Strategy Tripod is a generic framework for strategy, I will, due to the specific research 

adapt and make changes enabling the theoretical framework to include the required analytical elements for 

achieving the research purpose. Starting out with the firm-based view, the firm resources and capabilities 

will be analyzed (Barney, 1991; Barney & Hesterly, 2019) supported by Johanson and Vahlne’s (1977; 2009) 

emphasis on experiential learning and the importance of networks in internationalization, as well as the the-

ory on flexible replication (Jonsson & Foss, 2011). This will enable the paper to analyze the resources and 

capabilities of Ørsted, but also how they can use the experiences from Taiwan as an advantage to increase 

their success in Japan. The industry-based view takes point of departure in Michael Porter’s theory on the 

competitive forces that shape strategy (1979; 2008) but due to the specific topic of research and the central 

position of governments, the model has been adapted by adding an extra competitive force suggested by 

Lasserre (2018). The institutional-based view will be based on the theory on varieties of capitalism (VoC) (Hall 

& Soskice, 2001) and supported by North (1990) and Peng et al. (2009) explaining the role of institutions, as 

well as Hotho and Pedersen introducing the concept of institutional entrepreneurship (2012). The VoC ena-

bles the analysis to include the political economy and the coordination of institutions in both Taiwan and 

Japan, thus adding a comparative and predictive theoretical element, which can create predictions on Japan 

and provide vital insights for strategy development.  
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Figure 2: The Strategy Tripod (Author’s own creation adapted from Peng et al., 2009 p. 64) 

In the following sections, the three theoretical main structures and their substructures will be uncovered and 

elaborated.   

8.1. The Firm-Based View 

The firm-based view analyzes the capabilities and resources of a company and determines what makes com-

panies differ and create competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). Barney assumes both that companies’ stra-

tegic resources are heterogeneous and that the resources are not completely mobile across companies.  

8.1.1. Resources and capabilities  
Firm resources can be defined as ‘’… the tangible and intangible assets that a firm controls that it can use to 

conceive and implement its strategies’’ (Barney & Hesterly, 2019 p. 86). Resources are divided into four cat-

egories: physical resources, human resources, organizational resources and financial resources (Barney, 

1991; Barney & Hesterly, 2019). Capabilities are ‘’… the intangible and tangible assets that enable a firm to 

take full advantage of the other resources it controls’’ (Barney & Hesterly, 2019 p. 86). Hence, capabilities 

enable the use of resources in order to implement the strategy.  
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8.1.2. Competitive advantage 
‘’A firm has competitive advantage when it can create more economic value than rival firms’’ (Barney & Hes-

terly, 2019 p. 30). The economic value is the difference between the company’s production cost and the 

amount customers are willing to pay for that product. If a company possesses a sustained competitive ad-

vantage, it means that the advantage will not be lost through a competitor’s duplication (Barney, 1991).  

One way of obtaining a sustained competitive advantage is by being a first-mover. ‘’First-mover advantages 

are advantages that come to firms that make important strategic and technological decisions early in the 

development of an industry’’ (Barney & Hesterly, 2019 p. 72). These advantages can benefit reputation and 

provide a head-start regarding relationship development (Barney, 1991). First-movers are sometimes able to 

help shape an industry’s game rules and its structure to its own benefit (Barney & Hesterly, 2019).  

8.1.2.1. The VRIO framework 

To analyze a company’s potential of obtaining competitive advantages its resources and capabilities must be 

assessed. This will identify the internal strengths and weaknesses of the company. The resources and capa-

bilities are assessed on their value, rarity, imitability and organization, called the VRIO framework (Barney & 

Hesterly, 2019). 

8.1.2.2. Valuable Resources 

A resource is considered valuable if it empowers the company to neutralize an external threat or exploit an 

external opportunity.  

8.1.2.3. Rare Resources  

A company’s valuable resources will not lead to any competitive advantage if competitors control the same. 

Lack of rarity will only promote competitive parity, which is ‘’when a company creates the same economic 

value as its rivals’’ (Barney & Hesterly, 2019 p. 31).  

8.1.2.4. Imitability of Resources 

Competitors of companies controlling valuable and rare resources will often strive to obtain these resources. 

If these resources are easy for competitors to obtain without a cost disadvantage, they will not lead to a 

sustained competitive advantage (Barney & Hesterly, 2019).  

8.1.2.5. Organization of Resources  

Resources and capabilities need to be organized properly to be utilized fully. Organization facilitates the uti-

lization of resources and capabilities hence increases the chances of realizing competitive advantages (Barney 

& Hesterly, 2019). 
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8.1.3. Experiential learning  
As the research question brought forward in this paper builds on a notion of how Ørsted will be able to use 

their experiences to an advantage when entering a new market. This calls upon the theory of experiential 

learning.  

8.1.3.1. Knowledge as a prerequisite for internationalization 

Based on empirical studies of Swedish firms’ internationalization Johanson and Vahlne found that the process 

was incremental, thus conducted in small steps with investments in foreign country operations gradually 

increasing alongside experiences (1977). Internationalization is also influenced by psychic distance, hence 

the difference between home and host country regarding e.g. culture, business practices and industrial de-

velopment, leading to a liability of foreignness (Ibid).  

The authors emphasized the vitality of knowledge and how some knowledge can only be acquired through 

experience while other more objective things can be taught. Objective knowledge can identify theoretical 

market opportunities, but experiential knowledge enables a company to detect if these are feasible for the 

company’s activities. Knowledge gained from operations that is transferable to other markets enables a com-

pany to establish ‘’technically similar activities in dissimilar business environments’’ (Johanson & Vahlne, 

1977 p. 28). A large resource base, stable market conditions, and prior experience in similar conditions pro-

motes a company’s resource commitment in a new market substantially. 

8.1.3.2. Networks as a source for knowledge 

The business network can enable and constrain the company and its activities. Having a strong network can 

enhance a company’s chances in a market and enable a company’s ability to discover or create opportunities. 

For successful internationalization a company thus needs to limit the liability of outsidership, which is the 

implications faced by a company when not part of a network (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). Partners with het-

erogeneous resources and capabilities interact and create relationship specific knowledge. The experiences 

with relationships can also provide the company with more general knowledge regarding relationship devel-

opment and knowledge obtained from prior relations can prove vital knowledge (Ibid).  

Trust is a requirement for building commitment in a relationship. The presence of trust and commitment in 

a relationship promotes efficiency, productivity and effectiveness (Ibid). Networks of actors, directly or indi-

rectly related, in the company’s institutional context also comprise knowledge and thus provide access to 

external resources from relationship. Having a large base of knowledge on foreign environments promotes 

greater confidence in tackling foreign markets and the psychic distance they imply (Johanson & Vahlne, 

2009).  
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8.1.4. Flexible replication  
The concept of internationalization implies the balance between replicating and adapting company activities 

in new markets compared to current activities in other markets (Jonsson & Foss, 2011). Replication can entail 

benefits such as economies of scale (Winter & Szulanski, 2001), yet often the external environment of a new 

market does not allow for complete replication, demanding activities to be adapted for the new market 

(Jonsson & Foss, 2011).  

The first step of the internationalization process is the phase of exploration (Winter & Szulanski, 2001; Jons-

son & Foss, 2011). This stage focuses on experiential learning and transfer of knowledge acquired through 

new explorative activities. The exploitative phase comes after exploration where the company seeks to build 

a template, based on its learnings from exploring, from which the company can standardize its foreign activ-

ities (Winter & Szulanski, 2001; Jonsson & Foss, 2011).  

The concept of flexible replication allows local exploration and adaptation within the boundaries of a stand-

ardized format. In order to be successful with flexible replication the company must continuously seek to 

explore and transfer and implement obtained knowledge.  

This theory thus complements the arguments proposed by Johanson and Vahlne regarding the vitality of 

experiences and knowledge in internationalization. The arguments brought forward by Jonsson and Foss will 

thus work alongside those of Johanson and Vahlne to provide the underlying notion of how experiences can 

be used to improve the strategy for further expansion. 

8.1.5. Transferring and absorbing knowledge 

As argued by Johanson and Vahlne, and Jonsson and Foss, the accumulation of knowledge gained in one 

setting and the ability to utilize it in a new setting is vital. This implies the ability to transfer knowledge from 

one setting to another. ‘’Firms grow on their ability to create new knowledge and to replicate this knowledge 

so as to expand their market. Their advantage lies in being able to understand and carry out this transfer 

more effectively than other firms’’ (Kogut & Zander, 1993 p. 639). The exposure to and creation of knowledge 

is not per se adding to the company’s resource base. The company needs absorptive capacity to implement 

this knowledge. The absorptive capacity tends to increase the more experience the company has (Grant et 

al., 2000), which is also implied in experiential learning and flexible replication (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977, 

2009; Jonsson & Foss, 2011).   

The ability to learn from experiences is thus essential for internationalization. Hence, it can be assumed that 

Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan can have an impact on the venture in Japan.   
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8.2. The Industry-Based View  

In the article ‘How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy’ from 1979, Michael Porter defined five forces that 

shape competition namely entrants, customers, suppliers, substitutes, and the rivalry among current com-

petitors (Porter, 1979). These are known as Porter’s five forces. The combined strength of the five forces 

determines the industry structure and thus the long-term potential for a given company’s profitability in the 

industry. If the forces are strong the return on investment is small (Ibid; Porter, 2008). Thus, industry struc-

ture defines competition and profitability of an industry.  

Understanding the industry structure and the competitive forces is essential for company strategy and its 

ability to position and defend itself as well as shape the forces in its own favor (Ibid). ‘’Industry structure 

grows out of a set of economic and technical characteristics that determine the strength of each competitive 

force’’ (Porter, 2008 p. 80). In the following sections I will elaborate on the five forces and the underlying 

structures and drivers of each force, however I will also add a sixth force – government intervention – as 

suggested by Philippe Lasserre (Lasserre, 2018). The reason for this will be elaborated on in the section con-

cerned.  

 

Figure 3: Porter’s 5+1 forces (Author’s own creation adapted from Porter (1979; 2008) and Lasserre (2018) 
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8.2.1. Government Intervention 

Lasserre adds an extra force to Porter’s five forces in the form of government policies. ‘’Government policies 

may influence profitability and competitiveness…’’ (Lasserre, 2018 p. 177). Porter has not included govern-

ment policies as a force as ‘’… government involvement is neither inherently good nor bad for industry prof-

itability’’ (Porter, 2008 p. 86). The views and opinions regarding government policies are thus split where 

Porter treats it as a factor influencing the forces, yet not being a force on its own (Ibid). Lasserre argues that 

governments can control prices and treat an industry preferentially, thus qualifying it to influence profitabil-

ity and competition, making it a force (Lasserre, 2018). In his paper, Porter studies many different industries 

where government policies naturally influence these, however none of which are created or constructed 

directly by the government (Porter, 2008).  

When the criteria for categorizing an element as a force is if that element affects industry profitability di-

rectly. Industries which rely on government subsidies and need government demand to exist, are directly 

affected, and government intervention qualifies for being considered a force as it heavily influences profita-

bility. The OWE industry relies on government subsidies and on government auction for construction of OWE 

parks (Appendix 1). Thus, the use of government intervention as an added sixth force to Porter’s original 

model extends and improves the theoretical framework when analyzing the industry of OWE.  

8.2.2. The Power of Buyers 

The bargaining power of buyers can drive down prices, increase demand for quality of product or service, 

and increase competition between industry participants in order to increase value for themselves. ‘’Buyers 

are powerful if they have negotiating leverage relative to industry participants, especially if they are price 

sensitive, using their clout primarily to pressure price reductions’’ (Porter, 2008 p. 83). Features that increase 

the buyer’s power are for instance if the number of buyers is limited, if the products in an industry are rather 

standardized, if switching costs are low for buyers. Price sensitivity increases the power of buyers.   

8.2.3. The Power of Suppliers 

If the suppliers possess extensive power, they can charge higher prices or limit the quality of their product if 

the client company has limited opportunities of changing supplier, thus costs are transferred from the sup-

plier to other actors in the industry, squeezing their profitability. If the group of suppliers is more concen-

trated than the group of buyers, switching costs are high between suppliers and if there is a lack of substitutes 

then supplier power will be high.  
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8.2.4. The Threat of Substitutes  

‘’A substitute performs the same or a similar function as an industry’s product by a different means’’ (Porter, 

2008 p. 84). When there is a high threat of substitutes, it will create a price ceiling and limit the profit poten-

tial of an industry. Thus, if an industry fails to differentiate itself enough from potential substitutes it will limit 

its profitability.  

8.2.5. The Threat of Entrants 

The potential for new entrants in an industry is a threat as the newcomer’s objective is to gain market share 

and can stress the market on prices and costs, as well as the need for further investments in order to stay 

competitive (Porter, 2008). New entrants coming from different industries often show an enhanced threat 

e.g. due to their possible ability to leverage and utilize resources and capabilities from other activities. Po-

tential new entrants can be hindered of entry due to entry barriers, which are ‘’… advantages that incum-

bents have relative to new entrants’’ (Porter, 2008 p. 81). These barriers can for instance be supply-side 

economies of scale, demand-side benefits of scale and capital requirements. New entrants might find ways 

to avoid certain barriers instead of approaching them head on.  

8.2.6. Rivalry among Existing Competitors 

Rivalry limits an industry’s profitability. The rivalry’s effect on the industry depends on the intensity of it and 

on which basis the rivalry is established. The rivalry can be intense due to a high number of competing com-

panies or the power and size of the competitors is close to equal. When rivals aspire to become market 

leaders their incentives may go beyond economic performance for instance due to reputational reasons.  

Price competition can be rather destructive for the industry, as profitability is transferred out of the industry 

over to consumers. This can occur, if competitors’ products are nearly identical and consumer’s switching 

costs are low or if the marginal costs are low but fixed costs are high. ‘’When all or many competitors aim to 

meet the same needs or compete on the same attributes, the result is zero-sum competition. Here, one firm’s 

gain is often another’s loss, driving down profitability’’ (Porter, 2008 p. 86).  

 

8.3. The Institution-Based View 

 ‘’Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints 

that shape human interaction’’ (North, 1990 p. 3) and can be categorized based on the degree of their for-

mality, with laws and regulations being formal, and culture and norms being informal institutions (Peng et 

al., 2009). When conducting business in any setting it is vital to understand the role of institutions in order 

to navigate and coordinate strategy in the market influenced by a country’s institutions.  
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8.3.1. Institutional Entrepreneurship  

Institutions and the political economy are often perceived as a set of fixed structures (Hall & Soskice, 2001; 

North, 1990; Peng et al., 2009), which the company must adapt its strategy to, however it should be noted 

that institutions are not necessarily rigid structures. Actors in a favorable social position within an institu-

tional context are sometimes able to manipulate or influence these structures (Hotho & Pedersen, 2012). 

Such an actor can be called an institutional entrepreneur (Hotho & Pedersen, 2012 p. 245). Hence, a company 

is affected by and can affect the institutional environment and the strategy must consider this.  

8.3.2. Varieties of Capitalism 

Peter A. Hall and David Soskice’s theory on VoC seeks to explain institutional relations in developed econo-

mies. The firm is a relational object, as its relationships with its stakeholders are vital for its ability to exploit 

and develop its resources and capabilities (Hall & Soskice, 2001). The success of a company is heavily reliant 

on how it coordinates with several actors, and the VoC approach helps predict how institutions react differ-

ently and the implications this has for strategy. ‘’In any national economy, firms will gravitate toward the 

mode of coordination for which there is institutional support’’ (Hall & Soskice, 2001 p. 8). Informal institu-

tions, encapsulating culture and history, are shaping and influencing outcomes in a political economy along-

side the formal institutions and when actors share an understanding of what other actors are likely to do, 

then the market will be more at balance.  

National political economies are separated into two different categories: liberal market economies (LMEs) 

and coordinated market economies (CMEs), which are at the two poles of the spectrum (Hall & Soskice, 

2001), thus a political economy is not solely one or the other but can possess some attributes from both.  

Five different spheres categorize the coordination of companies in a political economy – the spheres are 

industrial relations, vocational training and education, corporate governance, inter-firm relations, and em-

ployee relations. As these spheres differ in political economies it influences the relationships and the coordi-

nation of companies.  

Generally, the relations in LMEs are based on competitive market arrangements where in CMEs non-market-

based dealings and collaborative relationships play an important role (Hall & Soskice, 2001).  

8.3.2.1. Industrial relations 

In CMEs, companies generally depend on a highly skilled work force who are inspired to share information. 

This fosters a system with trade unions limiting employee and employer vulnerability. In LMEs, the relations 

are based on the relations between employee and employer primarily, and manager’s ability to hire and fire 

is substantial.  
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8.3.2.2. Vocational training and education 

Due to CMEs often relying on a labor force with high industry-specific or firm-specific skills, they need systems 

to train and educate workers to provide them with necessary skills. In LMEs, education often relies on general 

skills that can be of relevance in many industries.  

8.3.2.3. Corporate governance 

In CMEs, access to finance is often dependent on non-financial data such as relationships and the focus of 

investments is long run returns. Instead of using publicly available financial data entirely, information regard-

ing the operations of the company is used, which is available in networks where information is shared be-

tween actors. Here, the reputation of a company is vital. In LMEs, the access to finance is market based and 

depends on current earnings and share value on equity markets.   

8.3.2.4. Inter-firm relations 

In CMEs, inter-firm relations are emphasized due to long-term contracts, which limit movement of labor be-

tween companies. Thus, inter-firm communication and networks are important as acquisition of personnel 

is limited. In LMEs, relationships between firms are primarily based on enforceable contracts and standard 

market relationships.  

8.3.2.5. Employee relations 

In CMEs, the top managers are limited in their action capacity, and must often include different stakeholders 

when making major decisions. Managers as well as employees are thus encouraged to share information.  

Top managers in LMEs have a higher focus on stock-option schemes as managerial compensation and prof-

itability.   

Thus, to briefly sum up the differences: In CMEs, non-market relationships dominate firms’ coordination 

more. This for instance includes that contracting is more relational, there is more focus on collaboration 

rather than competition, and large focus on exchanges of information in relationships to build company re-

sources.  

In LMEs, activity coordination is mainly hierarchical and market arrangements are competitive. In these econ-

omies, relationships are primarily defined by arms-length exchanges in an environment based on formal con-

tracts and competition. (Hall & Soskice, 2001).  

When conducting a strategy for Ørsted, it is thus of huge importance to acknowledge the institutional coor-

dination of Taiwan and Japan in order to draw similarities and differences between the two, which can serve 

as a predictive element for Japan and help establish a strategy enabling the optimal coordination in the po-

litical economy of Japan.  
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9. Industry introduction  

The following section will provide an introduction to the OWE industry and technical terms, Ørsted and the 

case of Ørsted in Taiwan.  

The global OWE market has an installed capacity of 23.1GW, with the 34% located in the UK, 28% located in 

Germany and 20% located in China. Both Taiwan and Japan are expected to be key growth markets for OWE 

in Asia (GWEC, 2019) with especially Japan having vast potential (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019). The potential of 

OWE is immense and has the potential to cover global electricity demand manifold. During the 2010’s the 

OWE market has had yearly growth rates around 30% with costs falling rapidly (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019).  

9.1. Levelized Cost of Energy 

The cost of OWE has decreased significantly, and is expected to continue to do so, as the industry has grown 

and technology has been improved (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019). The cost is calculated based on the Levelized 

Cost of Energy (LCoE), which can be be simplified to contain four elements. 

1. Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) which is ‘’the cost of wind turbines, foundations, cables, transmission 

system etc., their installation and financing’’ (Giebel & Hasager, 2016 p. 339).  

2. Capital Recovery Factor (CRF), which is a valuation of a project based on the future cash flows it will 

generate.  

3. Operating Expenses (OPEX) thus operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. 

4. Annual Energy Production (AEP).  

The equation for calculating the LCoE is: (CAPEX * CRF + OPEX) / AEP = LCoE (Giebel & Hasager, 2016). 

9.2. Tender 

In order to build an OWE park in a given country the OWE developer needs to win a tender, which is an 

auction process for electricity producers to bid on supplying electricity at a predetermined price for a prede-

termined time (Abdmouleh et al., 2016). In order to win, the bid must be attractive where a lower LCoE is of 

course more attractive, other things being equal. The bid is based on a long-term project valuation. Govern-

ments also pay great attention to the OWE developers’ value chain and the inclusion of local producers and 

labor in the project, known as local content (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). Hence, price and local content require-

ments (LCR) are the most central elements in a tender but LCRs are not a set of fixed rules (Appendix 2).   
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9.3. Feed-in-Tariffs 

Feed-in-tariffs (FiT) have been an accelerator for the deployment of different renewable energy sources (RES) 

on a commercial scale in many countries. A FiT policy or scheme offers the energy producer a long-term 

purchase agreement, around 20 years for OWE, for selling electricity from a RES (Abdmouleh et al., 2015; 

Couture et al., 2010). The FiT rate is determined around the LCoE level in order to attract developers. Hence, 

governments are vital for an OWE developer as they create tenders and set the price level.  

Special for the OWE industry is that it is essentially infrastructural projects, which thus highly defines the 

business of Ørsted, as the time-frame is long, sunk costs are immense and exporting electricity is not an 

option. Furtherly, as the tender bid is based on a long-term estimation, entering a market on a small-scale is 

not an option, as the goal is to develop, construct and operate an OWE park.  

10. Ørsted 

 To provide a brief overview of Ørsted, its history and activities a table is provided beneath.  

Founded:  In 1973, DONG (Dansk Olie og Naturgas A/S, meaning Danish Oil and Natural Gas) is 

founded by the government to limit Denmark’s energy import dependence. 

Initital Public 
Offering 

In 2016, DONG becomes listed on the stock exchange, with the Danish government as 

majority shareholder. 

Focus on RE In 2017, DONG decided to divest completely from black energy sources and instead 

focus entirely on green energy. 

Name change  DONG changed name to Ørsted linking them to electromagnetism, which is the basic 

principle of how wind turbines produce electricity. 

Business areas Smaller business units: onshore wind, solar and storage, bioenergy and markets 

Core business unit is OWE.  

- Built world’s first OWE park, Vindeby, in 1991 

- OWE estimated to account for 75%-85% of capital expenditure.  

- Market leader – with 5.6GW installed and a 2025 target of 15GW installed 

- Have constructed the world’s largest OWE farm Hornsea 1 with a capacity of 

1,218 megawatt (MW) 

- Assets in Northern Europe but have started expansion to the U.S. and Asia-

Pacific region 

 

Table 1: Ørsted Company Overview based on Appendix 4  

Ørsted have two OWE projects, the Changhua 1 & 2a, under construction in Taiwan (Ørsted – Investor 

Presentation Q3, 2019). In early 2019, Ørsted and Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) signed a memo-

randum of understanding (MoU) regarding collaboration on the Choshi offshore wind project off Japan’s 

east coast. It is also a step ‘’towards a strategic partnership for broader collaborations in Japan’’ (Ørsted – 
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Annual Report, 2019 p. 44). Ørsted expect a tender in Japan during 2020 (Appendix 2; Ørsted – Investor 

Presentation Q3, 2019). Hence, hoping to increase their presence in the APAC region with new activities in 

Japan.  

Before proceeding to introduce the case of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan it is important to know that Ørsted 

develops, construct and operates OWE parks (Ørsted – OWE capabilities, n.d.), however they do not pro-

duce the components for turbines and a range of different service providers are included in their value 

chain. Thus, Ørsted can be viewed as the one pulling the strings and making decisions, and of specific rele-

vance to the research purpose of this paper, Ørsted attend tenders where the bid is based on their strategy 

for the given location.  

11. Ørsted in Taiwan 
Below an overview of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan: 

Early 2017 DONG Energy (now Ørsted) signed an agreement with the Taiwanese developer Swan-

cor Renewable to acquire 35% ownership in the small Formosa 1 OWE project (Ørsted 

– Formosa 1, 2017). The first commercial-scale OWE project in Taiwan where two 4MW 

wind turbines were installed 2017 in the first phase as a demo 

April 2018 Ørsted made its final investment decision (FID) on the second phase of the Formosa 

project expanding it with 120MW. In this project, Ørsted’s involvement is largely in the 

form of an advisor (Ørsted – Formosa 1 phase 2, 2018).  

April 2018 Ørsted won the tender in Taiwan as the Taiwanese Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) 

awarded 900MW of grid capacity for the OWE parks Changhua 1 and Changhua 2a  

June 2018 Ørsted got the permission to build an additional 920MW OWE through Changhua 2b 

and Changhua 4 the two projects have not reached FID yet (Ørsted – FID Changhua 1 & 

2a, 2019). 

April 2018-De-

cember 2018 

Develop and detailed plan for Changhua 1 and Changhua 2a as more LCR was to be 

included (demand from Taiwan government). Plan not approved by the Taiwanese gov-

ernment. This meant that the project was no longer qualified for the FiT rate of 2018. 

The 2019 FiT rate was a 6% price reduction from the 2018 level  

January 2019- Standstill in the Changhua 1 and Changhua 2a as Ørsted had to reevaluate if it was 

possible to make the project profitable. The revenue of the whole project was limited 

and Ørsted needed to include more local stakeholders, in a country with no prior com-

mercial OWE experience.  

April 30 2019 Ørsted made the FID for Changhua 1 & 2a as the MOEA had approved the local supply 

chain plan. (Ørsted – FID Changhua 1 & 2a, 2019). The Changhua 1 and 2a OWE parks 

are expected to be completed in 2022 (Ørsted – Investor Presentation Q3, 2019). 

2022 Changhua 1 and 2a OWE parks are expected to be completed in 2022 (Ørsted – Investor 

Presentation Q3, 2019). 

Table 2: Ørsted in Taiwan based on appendix 5 
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Firm-Based View - Having gained a brief introduction to the industry and the actions of Ørsted, the following 

section will seek to gain insights and analyze the resources and capabilities of Ørsted and how they have 

been utilized and acquired based on experiences in Taiwan. This will furtherly give more detail to the specific 

case of Ørsted in Taiwan and help uncover some of the underlying structures and how Ørsted can furtherly 

use these experiences to prepare and improve a strategy for Japan. This paper will largely draw on the expe-

riences relating to the Changhua 1 & 2a projects as these were the first tender bids that Ørsted have attended 

and won in Taiwan and they are seeking to attend the coming tender in Japan. Hence, it shares the same 

objectives as the plan in Japan, by developing, building and operating an OWE park in a new market. 

12. Firm-Based View - The Resources and Capabilities of Ørsted  
In order to analyze the resources and capabilities of Ørsted, I will look at the value chain of an OWE park in 

regard to Ørsted to determine the resource base. The value chain of an OWE park can be divided into five 

steps: field development, tender, installation, operation and field abandoning (Olesen, 2015). Ørsted is in-

volved in all these stages, but due to the focus of this paper, I will concentrate on the tender, installation and 

operation. Installation is construction. For Ørsted, the three stages are interlinked as the tender bid is de-

pendent on both the projected installation and operation processes, as the bidding price, based on the LCoE, 

is dependent on CAPEX and OPEX, as explained in the industry introduction. The paper does not pay attention 

to the capital recovery factor as it falls outside the scope of this paper.   

I will structure the analysis based on above value chain. It is important to note that the concept of time for 

an OWE project is not completely linear, as processes in different parts of the value chain have a simultane-

ous effect as the tender bid is based on a present estimation of future tasks.  

An overview of the value chain and the resource, capability, task or experience related to each step is made 

below. In the following sections, the paper will elaborate and analyze on these findings. 

Figure 4: Value Chain of Ørsted 

Tender

•Promoting OWE

•Shaping the 
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•Integrated 
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An overview of the findings from the analysis of the specific resources and capabilities related to each step 

in the value chain is provided below: The details of the overview comes after the tables. 

Summing up Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized in the tender 

 Valuable? Rare? Costly to imitate? Exploited by 
the organi-
zation? 

First-Mover Ad-
vantage 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Experience Yes Yes Yes  Yes 

Track Record Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Network of Danish 
Public Actors 

Yes 
- Not in the spe-

cific tender.  

Yes Yes  Yes 

Danishness Yes 
- Not in the spe-

cific tender.  

Yes Yes Yes 

Integrated approach Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Size of OWE portfolio Yes Yes Yes Yes - On the 
way in Taiwan 

Size of financial 
strength 

Yes Yes No 
- Not compared to 

the total wealth 
of e.g. oil giants. 

Yes  

Table 3: Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized in the tender 

 

Summing up Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized in construction 

 Valuable? Rare? Costly to 
imitate? 

Exploited by the 
organization? 

Capabilities to build in new 
natural conditions 

Yes Yes No Yes 

Experience of building un-
der an inexperienced gov-
ernment 

Yes Yes Yes Not known yet 

- Track record and 
experience 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

- Network with com-
petitors 

Yes No No Yes 

Experience of building with 
inexperienced suppliers  

Yes Yes Yes  Not known yet 

- Network with in-
cumbent suppliers 

Yes No No Yes 

- Increased supplier 

network 

Yes No No Not known yet 
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- Size of Ørsted’s de-

mand 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Cultural resources before 
Taiwan 

No No No No 

Cultural experiences in Tai-
wan 

Yes Yes Yes Not known yet – 
Taiwan HQ is de-
veloping 

Table 4: Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized in construction 

Summing up Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized in operations 

 Valuable? Rare? Costly to imitate? Exploited by the 
organization? 

Central back-office Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Human supply chain of op-
erations 

Yes Yes No No 

Table 5: Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized in operations 

Some resources and capabilities of Ørsted influence various links in the value chain differently and will thus 

be treated according to each specific value chain activity.    

12.1. Tender  

12.1.1. Resources and capabilities utilized before the auction 

12.1.1.1. The promotion of Offshore Wind Energy  

Ørsted builds political relations in a country long before there is a tender or a market. This has been the case 

in both Taiwan and Japan (Appendix 2). Ørsted tries to persuade governments to look at OWE as part of the 

country’s energy mix, as they try to create demand for their product. Ørsted has correspondence tracing back 

to 2012 with government stakeholders in Japan and Ørsted representatives went to Taiwan in 2014, hence 

long before any tender in Taiwan. Ørsted is not the sole reason for Taiwan’s OWE tenders or Japan’s expected 

tenders but is surely an influencer (Appendix 2). A government must perceive Ørsted as a reliable and trust-

worthy actor, to enable Ørsted having any influence. The ultimate goal for Ørsted’s relationship with a foreign 

government is to be positioned as a trusted advisor (Appendix 2, p. 9).  

Ørsted is capable of utilizing resources connected to their first mover advantages. Ørsted’s experience and 

track record is beyond any other player in the market, being the first OWE developer and having the most 

offshore wind turbines (OWT) installed (Appendix 2). Ørsted can draw on these resources to explain and 

advise a government on OWE and use the track record and experiences as leverage to substantiate their 

arguments. Ørsted’s Danish network plays an important role. Alfonso Ma-Tay is certain that the nationality 
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of Ørsted and the relationship with Danish government organizations and even the royal family is an ad-

vantage for Ørsted. The Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ørsted are in close correspondence in foreign 

countries, where Danish embassies support Ørsted with market intelligence and access to political decision-

makers (Appendix 2; UM TC – Ørsted, 2018). The Danish Energy Agency tell about the Danish transition and 

experience towards OWE in the energy mix from a governmental perspective and the royal family can cause 

awareness around OWE, which has happened in Japan (Appendix 2). Hence, as explained by Johanson and 

Vahlne, a company’s network can enable its activities (2009). Alfonso Ma-Tay argues that there is a ‘’Danish-

ness’’ about Ørsted, which is an advantageous image of a progressive green country, which together with 

the network helps Ørsted open doors and increases their credibility.  

12.1.1.2. Shaping the tender framework and conditions 

In addition, Ørsted puts great effort into shaping the conditions for the tender and the legislative environ-

ment surrounding the industry in Taiwan. Ørsted has regulatory teams who continuously promote OWE and 

are in dialogue with a given country government to get indications of auction criteria, e.g. regarding the 

weight of local content (Appendix 2), hence enabling Ørsted to prepare their bid aimed at projected auction 

criteria. In this process, Ørsted try to shape the auction criteria in their favor i.e. to weigh for instance the 

project size and developer’s track record highly in the auction criteria (Appendix 2), and as in Taiwan negoti-

ate the FiT rate.   

Ørsted has been able to affect conditions in Taiwan more than expected (Appendix 2). To do this, they lever-

age many of the same resources and capabilities that they use for promoting OWE, hence the first-mover 

advantage, track-record and experience but the Danish network is not influencing the specific tender frame-

work. Many of these ‘battles’ for better conditions with the government are taken collaboratively with other 

OWE developers (Appendix 2). 

12.1.2. Resources and capabilities utilized to win an auction 

Tenders are based on two parameters: the price of electricity and the inclusion of local content (Appendix 1; 

Appendix 2). Thus, in order for Ørsted to win an auction they must optimize and find a balance between the 

LCoE and local content. High LCRs is an industry trend developed in recent years. Anders Windahl expressed 

the challenges regarding the tender in Taiwan (Appendix 1) and Alfonso Ma-Tay expects the LCRs in Japan to 

be at least as demanding (Appendix 2). In most cases, the LCRs have a detrimental effect on the LCoE, espe-

cially in new markets without experienced national companies within the OWE industry, which Taiwan was, 

and Japan is (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). Ørsted possesses resources and capabilities related the buyer’s cog-

nitive appraisal of Ørsted, in addition to what is directly quantifiable as the LCoE (Appendix 1, Appendix 2). 
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 In the following sections, I will analyze Ørsted’s utilization of resources and capabilities to win auctions. 

12.1.2.1. The integrated approach 

When asked what makes Ørsted better than their competitors, both Alfonso Ma-Tay and Anders Windahl 

pointed to the integrated model and approach, with Ørsted being the developer, constructor and operator 

of the OWE park (Appendix 1 p. 17; Appendix 2 p. 22). This makes Ørsted a one-stop-shop for a government, 

with Ørsted managing all aspects of delivering an OWE park, but not manufacturing any physical assets them-

selves. Where other OWE projects normally are carried out by a chain of separate companies specialized in 

either project development, construction or operation with each actor seeking to make a profit, Ørsted keeps 

these links in-house giving them a price advantage on many occasions (Appendix 1). This inevitably also de-

creases the transaction costs, regarding coordination, as Ørsted this way limits external information. Hence, 

the internalization of knowledge is of utmost importance and gives them a competitive advantage.  

The integrated model can however be a liability (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). When the volume of MW in the 

portfolio is quite low then the cost per MW is high. The integrated model enables growth better, as the spill-

over, learnings and management of each Ørsted project are internalized in the company and possible to 

utilize for new projects (Appendix 2) providing Ørsted with intangible idiosyncratic resources and capabilities 

in internationalization if transferred and absorbed successfully.  

12.1.2.2. The size of Ørsted 

Ørsted’s size being market leader provides a competitive edge (Appendix 2) together with its large employee 

base making strategic decisions in Denmark close to the majority of their OWE assets (Appendix 2; Ørsted – 

Annual Report 2018, 2019). The size of Ørsted primarily relates to the number of OWE completed projects 

and their financial muscle, but also to Ørsted’s reliability and the capacity to integrate development, con-

struction and operations. Ørsted’s track record and OWE portfolio, is ahead of all competitors (Appendix 2), 

which provides the buyer with a psychological assurance of Ørsted’s capabilities.  

Due to the size and experience of Ørsted, they are able to complete large OWE projects, which is why the 

regulatory team of Ørsted wants size to be valued in the tender, as mentioned in regard to shaping the ten-

der. The size of Ørsted and their OWE parks in Taiwan (Appendix 3) also enhances bargaining power vis-á-vis 

suppliers evident with Siemens Gamesa’s OWT offer for the Changhua projects (Appendix 1).  

The size of Ørsted also relates to the financial resources of the company. Ørsted is a ‘’rich company’’ (Appen-

dix 2 p. 15) but so are some competitors from e.g the oil industry (Appendix 1). Ørsted also rely on project 

investors (Appendix 2). Though being market leader, attracting investors in Taiwan was challenging due to 

no prior OWE project in Taiwan (Appendix 2). Despite Ørsted’s size and track record, it was evident that due 
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to their assets being situated geographically far from Taiwan they faced challenges convincing the Taiwanese 

investor environment. Ørsted successfully changed the attitude of investors and has 15, primarily domestic 

and state-owned, banks providing capital for the Changhua projects (Ørsted – Green Loan, 2019). For Ørsted 

it was also important to include local banks to increase their confidence regarding OWE financing (Ørsted – 

Green Loan, 2019) and give them a sense of local ownership (Appendix 2).  

Ørsted is growing the Taiwan office rapidly, expanding from around 50 employees in the summer to around 

100 at the end of 2019 (Appendix 2). Ørsted’s is to make the Taiwanese office a regional headquarter (HQ) 

(Appendix 2), in order to be closer to the assets in Taiwan and have shorter distance to countries in the 

region. As Anders Windahl mentioned, it is easy and cheap to travel from Taipei to Tokyo (Appendix 1).  

12.1.3. VRIO analysis of Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized relating to the tender  
The experience and track record of Ørsted are valuable resources. As Ørsted were the first OWE developer 

and have the most installed OWTs, these resources are definitely also rare. In the short run, it is not possible 

for competitors to imitate Ørsted’s experience and track record for the coming tender in Japan. Ørsted is also 

organized to exploit the branding possibilities of their experience and track record as they have a regulatory 

team aiming at doing this (Appendix 2).  

Danishness and Ørsted’s Danish network are valuable as Alfonso argues, both due their credibility and the 

access they provide to political stakeholders in a new market. It is definitely rare and other developers are 

not able to imitate Ørsted’s nationality. Ørsted’s Danish network is organized to exploit the resources and 

capabilities created from their mutual presence in a country with the aim of promoting OWE and improve 

Ørsted’s chances of success.   

The experience, track record and the credibility of Ørsted is also utilized in order to become a trusted advisor 

and impact the institutional framework before a tender, hence acting as an institutional entrepreneur as was 

the case in Taiwan. This explains why Alfonso refers to the preliminary work in a country as ‘’… a super im-

portant part of what we do’’ (Appendix 2, p. 9). Furtherly, this preliminary work implies an early start for 

Ørsted to develop a relationship with a foreign government, as is the case of Taiwan and Japan (Appendix 2).    

The integrated model enables Ørsted to be a one-stop-shop for a given government and additionally has an 

LCoE advantage making it a valuable resource as it exploits an external opportunity regarding government 

demand. It is a very rare company structure in the industry, though competitors are starting to compile more 

activities in-house, hence it is an imitable resource, but Anders Windahl expects it to be difficult for compet-

itors to implement this structure, at least in the short run (Appendix 1). The approach is also organized for 

exploitation.  
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The combination of having the resources and capabilities to be a one-stop-shop as well as being perceived 

as a reliable company enhances Ørsted’s abilities as an institutional entrepreneur, which can help explain 

Ørsted’s institutional influence in Taiwan.  

The size of Ørsted making them market leader is clearly valuable. It increases credibility among both govern-

ment and financial institutions. Due to their size, they are able to complete large projects enabling them to 

decrease the LCoE due to economies of scale and increased bargaining power vis-á-vis suppliers. The size of 

Ørsted comes from incremental growth which has fostered reliability and trustworthiness which is not imi-

table by competitors in the near future, hence Ørsted is still capitalizing on their first mover advantage. Thus, 

the size of Ørsted’s OWE portfolio and track record is not imitable, however their financial resources are. The 

organization of Ørsted’s resources have not been optimal to capitalize on their size, due to the location of 

the assets in northern Europe. That is changing, with the Changhua projects and the regional HQ in Taiwan. 

Their size resource will thus not only increase quantitatively but also diversify as it adds experiences with 

OWTs in earthquake and typhoon prone waters as well as more experience in managing and decision making 

in a foreign culture, as will be elaborated on in the next section. This will have a positive effect internally and 

externally in regard to their reputation and perceived reliability.  

12.2. Construction 

The construction process of the Changhua projects has barely begun, and it is the onshore work that will be 

carried out first (Ørsted – Investor Presentation Q3, 2019). Hence, it is not possible to conclude on the whole 

construction process. This section will therefore focus on the construction plan including supply chain agree-

ments and contracts. This process is closely correlated with the chances of winning an auction as the con-

struction plan is vital for the LCoE and hence the tender bid. The supply chain in Taiwan has been a challenge 

for Ørsted, as the LCRs have been severe and the highest they have encountered in any market so far (Ap-

pendix 1; Appendix 2). 

12.2.1. Construction in new natural conditions 

Ørsted has, as mentioned, the longest track record and the most experience in building OWE parks largely 

due to their first mover advantage. But as the OWE parks are located in northern Europe, Taiwan was met 

with skepticism by Ørsted employees and they were ‘’very risk averse towards typhoons and earthquakes’’ 

as they were afraid that these natural conditions would break the wind farm and that it was necessary to 

have additional contingency measures in place (Appendix 2, p. 13). But the Formosa 1 project has proven it 

is possible. The conditions do call for some extra measures such as knocking foundation deeper into the 

seabed to withstand typhoons (Appendix 1) but should not be exaggerated. This has increased the internal 
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confidence and made them less risk averse towards building in areas prone to typhoons and earthquakes 

(Appendix 2).  

12.2.2. Building in a new market  

As OWE is a new market in Taiwan, Ørsted’s venture has not only been a big step geographically and cultur-

ally, but also due to lacking OWE experience of the government and local companies (Appendix 2). Lacking 

government experience can both be positive and negative (Appendix 1; Appendix 2).  Ørsted is attracted to 

markets with no OWE experience, as that gives Ørsted leverage due to their experience (Appendix 2), hence 

the resources and capabilities establishing Ørsted as a trusted advisor and an institutional entrepreneur in 

Taiwan have been enhanced due to the government’s lacking experience. Thus, Ørsted can ‘shape’ a market 

more the less developed it is. A downside is however, as Alfonso Ma-Tay put it, ‘’out of what they don’t know, 

they don’t know whether their requests are unreasonable or not’’ (Appendix 2, p. 6). Taiwan had zero OWE 

industry manufacturers when Ørsted decided to enter the market while the government imposed LCRs. Thus, 

Ørsted is building in a country where the government and the industry had no experience with OWE but 

using local suppliers is a requirement for many components (Appendix 1; Appendix 2).  

12.2.2.1. Building under an inexperienced government 

The government is vital as the sole decision-maker regarding OWE in a given country. With the Taiwanese 

government having zero experience with commercial-scale OWE it meant that Ørsted faced additional chal-

lenges. The negotiations of what can be required from OWE developers especially regarding LCR have been 

challenging and as previously mentioned, led to the temporary standstill of the Changhua projects (Appendix 

1; Appendix 2).  

Originally the FiT rate was set for a more severe decrease but Ørsted and other OWE developers collabora-

tively argued against this (Appendix 2). Ørsted collaborates with other developers to advocate for a range of 

institutional improvements, as their voice is stronger combined. If only Ørsted was pushing for improvement 

they would quickly gain a bad reputation with the government (Appendix 2).  

As Ørsted developed their plans further after winning the tender for the Changhua projects they negotiated 

with the government regarding the inclusion of local content in the supply chain. An inexperienced govern-

ment may not understand the resources and capabilities required to be a supplier for an OWE park. As ex-

plained by Alfonso Ma-Tay, just because there is a national metal or steel company it is not necessarily capa-

ble of building an advanced foundation for OWTs (Appendix 2, p. 6). This lack of understanding was specifi-

cally evident in one case, where the government imposed a strict LCR for a component only available from a 

single company in Taiwan, hence LCRs created a monopoly. However, this supplier did not have the required 
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capabilities and capacity to fully deliver. The supplier did not want to lose face thus did not announce this 

and instead Ørsted had to find out themselves1 (Appendix 1).  

This exemplifies how the government’s limited experience has been challenging for Ørsted, which arguably 

is also due to lacking points of reference as Taiwan is a first-mover in the region. Ørsted and other developers 

have faced unrealistic requirements at times (Appendix 2). However, due to the lacking experience the gov-

ernment has been susceptible to industry pressure. Again, Ørsted’s reputation and experience have provided 

credibility and mandate to push for better conditions. The LCRs were the strictest the industry had seen but 

it is becoming the norm and indicated in Japan (Appendix 2). Furtherly, Ørsted is also involved in educational 

projects which improve good-will and can be viewed as an increase of local content (Appendix 1).  

12.2.2.2. Building with inexperienced suppliers 

As explained, the LCRs meant that Ørsted had to engage local suppliers though ‘’none of them were really 

active in the offshore wind industry yet so there were unfortunately no familiar names whatsoever’’ (Appen-

dix 2, p. 6). Thus, many suppliers of the Changhua projects have had to learn to make the products first, in 

order to become a supplier. Different components vary in technical production difficulty where the least 

difficult components are the first to be procured from a local company often at a clear cost disadvantage 

(Appendix 2). For instance, one component in Ørsted’s supply chain affected by LCR costs 240% over the 

market value2 (Appendix 1).  

The supply chain in Taiwan is created based on how quickly knowledge can be transferred and integrated, 

depending on how different the company’s current resources and capabilities are from the resources and 

capabilities required for production of a component (Appendix 2). In order to make sure that quality meets 

the requirements one must be part of the process and monitor the producer (Appendix 1) but Ørsted do not 

have the resources and capabilities to do this themselves (Appendix 2).  

In Taiwan, Ørsted utilizes its network of experienced European suppliers as a monitoring and teaching instru-

ment for new suppliers (Appendix 2). They tie an industry incumbent with a Taiwanese novice (Appendix 2) 

as the incumbent’s relationship with Ørsted contains enough trust and leveraging power for Ørsted to let 

them, to some extent, vouch for a new supplier. This is an evident case of how a company’s network can 

substitute resources and capabilities. Leveraging on their network has been a positive experience and im-

portant learning for Ørsted with the novices being eager to improve (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). The eagerness 

                                                           
1 On request from Anders Windahl the specific company and component is not mentioned in this paper. 
2 On request from Anders Windahl the specific company and component is not mentioned in this paper. 
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to learn can also be due to the size of Ørsted and the prospect of being a supplier of Ørsted especially in the 

long-run, which can enhance the revenue of a supplier significantly.  

Finding suppliers has been a mix between the Taiwanese government’s suggestions, or borderline demands 

(Appendix 1), and Ørsted’s own decision (Appendix 2). In the example of Ørsted’s supplier decided by the 

government, the supplier had told the government that the company could supply, thus the government 

required Ørsted to procure the specific component from this specific supplier that in the end lacked the 

capacity to meet demand (Appendix 1). Hence, the lack of experience in the industry of both the government 

and the company led to them overestimating the capabilities and locking Ørsted in a deal, which could not 

be realized and required Ørsted to seek an alternative solution, which required further negotiations with the 

government and the supplier and research to find a new supplier (Appendix 1).  

However, the experience regarding new suppliers has generally been positive. Alfonso Ma-Tay said: ‘’I think 

we also learned that the supply chain follows, really. We should not be too concerned of building a supply 

chain. I think for us, in the beginning we felt that all of that would fall on our shoulders, you know the teaching 

of the supplier, but I think there has been a realization that that just follows naturally. You are not the only 

one that is looking for new opportunities, it is at all levels’’ (Appendix 2, p. 13). 

12.2.2.3. Working in Taiwanese culture  

There have definitely been cultural challenges for Ørsted with Taiwanese actors from different levels (Ap-

pendix 1). Anders Windahl, who has been present at many meetings with a variety of Taiwanese stakehold-

ers, expresses that the flat structure and openness, which is probably a valuable resource in Denmark is not 

valuable in Taiwan (Appendix 1). Alfonso Ma-Tay, being from Honduras, also expresses that Ørsted ‘’… is very 

Danish, it is extremely Danish’’ (Appendix 2, p. 8). They both agree that adapting to the Taiwanese market is 

and has been challenging. This is also intensified due to LCRs ‘forcing’ Ørsted to engage many local actors.  

The culture has had great impact on both negotiations and collaboration with Taiwanese stakeholders (Ap-

pendix 1) and its impact is difficult to identify specifically in the value chain as it affects many areas.  Examples 

of the cultural experiences that Ørsted have come across in Taiwan are:  

- Relations can substitute formal agreements to some extent. Anders Windahl has experienced that 

when bringing forward a contract to be signed, the Taiwanese actor can interpret this as Ørsted 

showing a lack of trust in them as the Taiwanese actor has given his/her word. This clashes with 

Ørsted’s approach with formal contracts which they seek to continue with (Appendix 1).  

- At a meeting in order to get an answer you need people represented at the meeting with enough 

mandate to provide an answer contradictory to the flat structure at Ørsted (Appendix 2).  
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- Discussion and debate are avoided at meetings due to the fear of losing face, where high ranking 

people will not risk being unable to answer a question, and thus everything must be pre-aligned as 

there is great respect for hierarchy (Appendix 1).  

- Many decisions will ‘’be taken in the background never at a meeting,’’ (Appendix 1, p. 8).  

- Speaking directly is avoided. This is for instance in negotiations where one’s initial price should not 

be said (Appendix 1) and instead there will be a lot of back and forth where the target will then be 

narrowed (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). The conversation is often more vaguely based on empty words 

(Appendix 1, p. 7) and Taiwanese actors can be saying no, without saying no directly and sometimes 

Ørsted have been uncertain of where in the negotiation process, they were (Appendix 1; Appendix 

2).   

The language has also been a challenge for Ørsted. The government wants the communication to be in man-

darin (Appendix 1). In order to do this, Ørsted hires translators but often they are not able to fully understand 

what has been said when translating the transcript back to English. This has a significantly detrimental effect 

on the ability to establish the trust needed (Appendix 1). Ørsted has very little cultural variety in the organi-

zation in regard to Asia. Prior to the Taiwan venture very few employees had knowledge and experience with 

doing business in Asia and very few could speak Chinese (Appendix 2).  

Ørsted is currently building their organization in Taiwan where implementation of Ørsted’s company culture 

is important. The foundation of Ørsted’s Taiwanese organization is based on Ørsted expats. This is to ensure 

that the company culture is embedded in the organization when hiring locals. They ramp up with expats, and 

slowly let the new local employees take over (Appendix 1, p. 11). This will also have big economic benefits, 

as salaries are lower and travel expenses for Ørsted going from Copenhagen to Taiwan are high (Appendix 

1). The cultural differences between Ørsted and the Taiwanese employees are already evident as Anders 

Windahl explains, they have learned that in a managing position you should not let your preferences be 

known when seeking input, as no one will object, hence the employees will just pay lip service (Appendix 1).  

It is not yet completely decided how Ørsted will organize the transfer of knowledge and distribute power in 

decision making, which is also due to the lack of operating OWE farms in Taiwan (Appendix 2). Ørsted needs 

to incorporate the gained market specific knowledge from Taiwan which can be a challenge. The success of 

Ørsted’s Taiwanese organization and its target of becoming a regional HQ (Appendix 2), is largely dependent 

on the ability and pace of new employees to gain required skills. However, it is necessary to differ the assess-

ment of skills according to the task conducted where an expat will often take care of tasks where high exper-

tise within industry specific knowledge is required, such as being head of construction. A local is more likely 
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to conduct tasks where knowledge of local conditions is required, such as being head of regulatory affairs 

(Appendix 2).  

12.2.3. VRIO analysis of Ørsted’s resources and capabilities utilized relating to the construc-
tion 

The experience of building in new natural conditions is a valuable resource as it has both added to Ørsted’s 

technical construction capabilities but also, maybe more importantly, lowered their guard towards projects 

in what on paper look like hostile natural conditions. As Ørsted is amongst the first developers in Taiwan it is 

a rare resource, but it is easily imitable as the lesson learned is that complicated contingency measures are 

not necessary in such conditions. Hence, the experiences of Ørsted with building in these natural conditions 

have only given Ørsted a very temporary competitive advantage that might already have been diminished, 

as many developers have OWE projects in Taiwan (Appendix 3).  

The experience and reputation of Ørsted were valuable resources again as they enabled Ørsted to negotiate 

for better conditions with the government. The competitor network has also proven very valuable, due to 

the pooled persuasive power. It can however also be argued, that maybe the Taiwanese government has 

simply been good at negotiating, as they have pushed the price to the minimum. As Anders Windahl empha-

sized, the Changhua venture is no gilt-edged project (Appendix 1, p. 6). As the network in this relation consists 

of competitors, it does not give Ørsted any competitive advantage.  

Ørsted’s existing supplier network has proven valuable for the Changhua project, due to the ability to utilize 

the relationships with incumbent suppliers to educate new suppliers. This consequently enlarges the network 

of Ørsted, so by utilizing their current network they furtherly build on their supplier network, which can be 

an advantage in e.g. Japan (Appendix 2). The increase of suppliers will also increase competition amongst 

them, which might enable Ørsted to decrease CAPEX in future project. What Ørsted have done is however 

not rare as other developers have also tied incumbent suppliers with their new ones in Taiwan (Appendix 2).  

The size of Ørsted enables them to develop large OWE parks and thus supplying an Ørsted OWE project is 

likely to bring huge revenue for a supplier, due to the magnitude of demand. The size of Ørsted is valuable, 

as it increases a company’s desire to become a supplier. The magnitude of demand can however also be risky 

as a novice supplier may not be able to meet those demands. 

Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan and exposure to a completely new culture has made them aware of how pro-

cesses and practices need to be adapted. With the limited amount of other developers active in Taiwan (Ap-

pendix 3), it could be argued that it is a rare resource. The experiences are incredibly difficult and expensive 

to imitate, as they are essentially only available when winning an auction and operating in the country. 

Whether Ørsted is organized in order to exploit and absorb this newly gained knowledge from experiences 
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for future exploitation is the big question. If Ørsted can organize their learnings successfully for exploitation 

by internalizing and incorporating the experiences and local resources with the company culture in Taiwan 

and transfer the knowledge to Denmark where strategic decisions are made, then it will provide Ørsted with 

additional intangible idiosyncratic capabilities that can be advantageous for Japan.  

12.3. Operations 

Ørsted is yet to complete and thus operate the Changhua projects in Taiwan. It is therefore currently not 

possible to assess their resources and capabilities regarding the daily operations of OWE parks in Taiwan. The 

tender bid includes the OPEX, which is estimated based on resources and capabilities of Ørsted and the plan 

for operating the Changhua projects. Ørsted’s operations both concern their back office and human on-site 

technicians.  

12.3.1. Extracting high electricity production 

Anders Windahl believes that one of the reasons for the success of Ørsted is the ability to drive high yield 

from their OWE parks (Appendix 1, p. 17). He believes Ørsted is able to operate the Changhua projects more 

efficiently than competitors utilizing a strong back-office in Denmark that through several prior experiences 

has mastered the planning and execution of for instance larger component exchanges. The office continu-

ously optimizes operations, for instance by using drones for inspection of the OWTs, thereby limiting the 

time of turbine stoppage and hence loss of production (Appendix 1).  

12.3.2. The human supply chain of operations  

The operation management tasks on-site require a trained crew. The crew needs to have GWO-training in 

order to work on the OWTs (Appendix 1). GWO is the Global Wind Organisation, which educates the crew 

within safety and technical skills (GWO, n.d.). The training requires specific facilities, which the port manage-

ment had told Ørsted they would build, however Ørsted did not think much of it as no contract was signed. 

A year later Anders Windahl visited them again and they had built everything and hired trainers. This came 

as a surprise to Ørsted (Appendix 1) but again emphasizes the significant cultural differences between Den-

mark and Taiwan. The Taiwanese keep their word when saying they will do something as they do not want 

to lose face (Appendix 1). The training facility will however not only supply Ørsted and there is a strong eco-

nomic incentive for the port management to enjoy monopoly status in the region with the booming OWE 

market.  The experience aligns with what Alfonso Ma-Tay said, namely the fact that it increases Ørsted’s 

confidence in a foreign market as the supply chain follows.  
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12.3.3. VRIO analysis of Ørsted’s resources and capabilities relating to operations 
Ørsted’s back-office and its ability to provide high yield from the OWE parks is certainly a valuable resource, 

as the less time an OWT stands still the less money is lost. The back-office is capable of obtaining high effi-

ciency due to experiential learning. As Ørsted is the most experienced operator of OWE parks it is also a rare 

resource and it will take time for competitors to imitate Ørsted completely. This does however also depend 

on the specific task, where for instance using drones is rather easily imitated. Anders Windahl points to the 

organizational setup as being advantageous for Ørsted’s expansion. With a strong central back-office at the 

HQ he argues it is easier to plan and gain a lean structure across the organization. Many competitors, he 

points out, are operating each OWE park as a separate project, while Ørsted have a central planning struc-

ture, which is better suited when adding new parks to the portfolio. Ørsted thus focuses on replication, which 

enables economies of scale when growing and the internalization thus creates an advantage.  

The experience regarding the training facility can be termed as valuable, as an increased confidence and 

knowledge of doing business will help Ørsted moving forward, which has occurred due to experiential learn-

ing, which is rare in the industry in Taiwan, as it requires presence. The experience is however not difficult to 

imitate as competitors can observe how the supply chain has developed around the industry.   

12.4. Concluding on Ørsted’s resources and capabilities 

From the above analysis of Ørsted’s resources and capabilities it is evident that they have a range of strengths 

which provide them with a competitive edge and have proven this in Taiwan. Ørsted strongly leverages their 

first-mover advantages giving them a competitive advantage regarding OWE experience and track record. 

Furtherly, Ørsted also utilizes a range of Danish actors and Danishness to open doors and improve credibility. 

The combination of strong industry-specific know-how and a good image helps Ørsted gain capabilities as a 

trusted advisor and thus abilities as an institutional entrepreneur, which again enables Ørsted to influence 

the tender and institutional framework. Ørsted’s integrated approach makes them a one-stop-shop due to 

their internal intangible capabilities and combined with the strong technical capabilities of Ørsted it improves 

their ability to act as a trusted advisor. Furtherly, this integration of activities also has cost advantages for a 

large MW portfolio. The size of Ørsted is a determinant for their success, also in Taiwan, where the size of 

the OWE portfolio, organization and financial resources enables Ørsted to build large projects, however as 

noted it is Ørsted’s capabilities to utilize these resources and the incremental growth that gives them an 

advantage, as other companies also have large financial resources. The size of Ørsted and the projects they 

develop also increases their attractiveness from a supplier’s point. Lastly, the central back-office enables 

Ørsted to extract high efficiency from their parks.  
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Though Ørsted is market leader and have a range of resources and capabilities providing them with a com-

petitive advantage the difference between Ørsted and its competitors should not be overestimated, as Ør-

sted also lose some auctions on an equal footing with other developers (Appendix 1, p. 17).  

As the analysis and the case of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan brings forward, Ørsted has had a range of valuable 

experiences which can prove to be important learnings moving forwards. Alfonso Ma-Tay expressed that it 

was surprising how much leverage they had as institutional entrepreneurs. However, Ørsted also experienced 

how strict LCRs can be which led to the standstill in early 2019. That has led to Ørsted having to grow local 

supplier capabilities by using their network of incumbent suppliers. The Taiwanese suppliers have in most 

cases surprised positively with quality meeting requirements. Ørsted has become less risk averse, and have 

gained both experiences in how novice suppliers learn, but also enlarged the supplier base. Ørsted can learn 

from the significant cultural challenges regarding meeting and negotiation customs, as well as how people 

keep their word.  

Thus, moving towards Japan, Ørsted has already become less averse to risk regarding the construction in 

difficult natural conditions and markets without any experience but requiring local content. If they are able 

to absorb, organize and utilize their learnings from Taiwan, it is likely to be beneficial in Japan, thus enhancing 

their base of internalized idiosyncratic knowledge. 

 

13. Industry-Based View - Porter’s 5+1 forces  

This section will highlight and analyze the competitive forces that will shape the strategy of Ørsted in Japan. 

Ørsted is a developer, constructor and operator of OWE parks, hence active in the OWE industry, not as a 

producer of physical assets but to win tenders and thereby produce electricity from OWTs.   

As the market for OWE is yet to be developed in Japan, the analysis cannot consider all competitive forces 

empirically. Instead the analysis will serve as a predictive element for the coming industry in Japan, based 

largely on how the Taiwanese market for OWE has evolved and global industry developments. Thus, the 

analysis will be constructed as follows:  

- Government intervention analyzes government involvement regarding the establishment of industry 

structures including FiT and tender structures, where Taiwan will be studied as an example and reveal 

how the Japanese government have started to follow the steps of Taiwan.  

- The power of buyers’ analysis is based on Taiwan but aligned with global tendencies. 
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- The power of suppliers analysis is based on the experiences from Taiwan, as they are replicable for 

the prospects of Japan (Appendix 2) 

- The section on substitutional threat will look at the energy mix and targets of both countries to pre-

dict the Japanese government’s approach regarding OWE, given how the Taiwanese government has 

already acted 

- The section on the threat of new entrants focuses on potential new entrants in the OWE industry 

with Japan as their preferred market 

- Industry rivalry will be viewed in a global perspective but with special attention to Japan, also based 

on previous endeavors in Taiwan.  

In order to provide an overview of the analysis of the 5+1 forces the table beneath provides a brief conclusion 

on each force: 

Government In-
tervention 

The government intervention determines the establishment of an OWE market. The 

FiT rates are to be seen in balance with the LCRs. In Japan, the government interven-

tion is likely to be close to that experienced in Taiwan, thus squeezing margins of Ør-

sted. 

Power of Buyers The power of the government as a buyer is high, due to the limited amount of OWE 

auctions globally and electricity being a standardized product with the government’s 

price sensitivity increasing.  

Power of Suppli-
ers 

Specific to the OWE industry, some suppliers possess high power due to market-

based reasons, with the turbine manufacturers being an example, while other sup-

pliers possess high power due to government requirements for local content inclu-

sion, as is the case of foundation manufacturers. As LCRs are expected in Japan, it is 

likely the power of suppliers will be like that of Taiwan.  

The Threat of 
Substitutes  

The substitutional threat of OWE is not very high as the governments’ have an-

nounced energy targets.   

In Taiwan, the nuclear phase-out will largely be substituted by an increase of natural 

gas and RESs, while in Japan, the decrease of fossil sources will largely be substituted 

by nuclear power and RESs.  

A growth of all RESs is expected in both countries. OWE has an advantage as it does 

not occupy space on land. OWE is favored compared to onshore wind as already evi-

dent in Taiwan and indicated by the government of Japan. The expected market share 

of OWE in Japan is small but the market is over thrice the size of Taiwan.  

The Threat of En-
trants 

A number of companies from the extractive and utility industry are entering the 

OWE industry. Many through consortia or partnerships gaining access to the indus-

try while limiting financial investments. Hence, even though new industry entrants 

face large barriers regarding capital requirements, supply side economies of scale 

and demand side benefits of scale, the threat of entry is increasing.   
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Rivalry among Ex-
isting Competi-
tors 

The rivalry is intensifying in the industry, as the amount of developers with capabilities 

to attend an upcoming tender in Japan increases, with some gaining experience in 

Taiwan and other large European developers showing interest in Japan. The trend of 

consolidation and partnerships increases the resources and capabilities of competi-

tors to conduct large scale projects, thus increasing the number of rivals. Hence, the 

rivalry in Japan can be expected to be fiercer than in Taiwan.   

 

Table 6: Conclusions on Porter’s 5+1 forces 

13.1. Government intervention 

As argued in the theoretical framework, this paper includes government intervention as a sixth force, as the 

OWE industry is based on government demand for the product, hence it is the government that makes the 

FiT scheme, the structure of project auction and the criteria as well as the legislative infrastructure (Appendix 

1; Appendix 2). In the following sections, the FiT scheme and auction systems will be assessed.  

For OWE to be developed the government needs to provide the required industry institutional framework 

and structures (Appendix 2). The first government decision is locating potential zones for OWE development 

(Giebel & Hasager, 2016) followed by impact assessment of OWE development areas.  In Japan, TEPCO has 

already carried out the assessment on the decided area. In Taiwan, the areas for potential development were 

announced for both international and national players simultaneously. In Japan, domestic companies got a 

head start and occupied the areas before international players heard of them (Appendix 2). Thus, to enter 

Japan, Ørsted have not really had the option of being solely in charge, as they are in Taiwan.  

The government also needs to establish a regulatory framework, which Ørsted tries to affect as a trusted 

advisor (Appendix 2). In Japan, such progress has already been made with for instance the ‘Act of Promoting 

Utilization of Sea Areas in Development of Power Generation Facilities Using Maritime Renewable Energy 

Resources’ (Appendix 2; Export.gov – JP RE, 2019; METI – Act. No 89, 2019), which enables commercial OWE 

development along Japan’s coast.  

13.1.1. In Taiwan  

13.1.1.1. Feed-in-tariff system  

The existence of a subsidy regime is vital for Ørsted (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). A FiT scheme prevails in both 

Taiwan and Japan.  
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Taiwan introduced a national FiT system for RESs in 2009 (IEA – TW FiT, 2016). The FiT is financed by a RE 

development fund, which collects fees on electricity from non-renewable energy (Renewable Energy Devel-

opment Act, Article 7). For OWE, this establishes a 20-year payment for the electricity produced (Ørsted – 

TW FiT, 2019). Hence, the government’s FiT rate ultimately depicts industry profitability. 

Prior to announcing the 2019 FiT scheme, Taiwan’s Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) had proposed cut-

ting it by 12.7% compared to 2018 levels, however developers argued against this, and thus the FiT rate was 

only decreased with 6% (Appendix 2; Durakovic, 2019c). This is not uncommon, especially not in new markets 

(Appendix 2). The FiT rate is closely interlinked with LCRs in a given country and negotiations regarding the 

FiT, depends on the amount of LCRs. Including a large number of local stakeholders in the supply chain is 

rarely the cheapest option (Appendix 2) hence if LCRs are high the FiT rates need to be as well. In the case of 

Taiwan, the government pays a high FiT but they make sure that it is put to use in domestic companies (Ap-

pendix 1), hence they essentially make sure that their expenses are reinvested in the country’s economy.  

13.1.1.2. Auction system  

In early 2018, the government of Taiwan announced the ‘Directions for Allocating Installed Capacity of Off-

shore Wind Potential Zones’, containing the official guidelines and criteria for the OWE project developers 

regarding the auction (BOE – Auction Directions, 2018). The scoring criteria are categorized after technical 

and financial capabilities, with the technical capabilities weighing 60% of the final verdict (BOE – Auction 

Directions – Article 13, 2018; Appendix 6). These two categories have sub-categories that emphasize the 

developer’s ‘’plan for domestic [local] collaboration concerning …’’ both engineering and procurement, con-

struction and installation, O&M and financial institutions, thus encouraging or strongly advising the inclusion 

of domestic companies (Appendix 6).  

Article 1 of the auction directions states: ‘’The objective is to promote a steady and orderly development of 

offshore wind energy … and drive domestic industry development’’ (BOE – Auction Directions – Article 1, 

2018). The requirements are not fixed (Appendix 2) and it is up to the developer to construct a project in-

cluding enough local stakeholders to satisfy the government and enough to beat competition as all develop-

ers know the expectations due to the government paying a high price, as is the case in Taiwan (Appendix 1; 

Appendix 2). It is not until after the developer submits the bid that the government enters a discussion with 

tangible requirements regarding an increase of local content inclusion (Appendix 2). Leading up to the final 

deadline for bid submission it is often difficult for Ørsted to know how their project proposal will score among 

its competitors, however in Taiwan taking pictures of handshakes and signatures in regard to e.g. partner-

ships is a mandatory custom, which gave some indicators (Appendix 2).  
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The direct LCRs in Taiwan’s project guidelines were the first of their kind in the industry. Since then most 

governments have adopted this approach (Appendix 2). Taiwan proved a special case, as they did not have 

any companies active within the industry, which added extra costs for the developers. As FiT rates were 

decreased but the LCRs were not it led to the standstill (Appendix 1, p. 4), hence the LCRs and FiT were not 

balanced for carrying out a profitable project as OWE developer. These issues took place after the initial 

auction process but before the FID, hence Ørsted had won the tender but the government still believed the 

project should include more local content (Appendix 1). Hence, the FiT and the auction system are central 

for the implementation and construction of the OWE industry in Taiwan, though it is also vital to understand 

and acknowledge that not all is explicitly written and will be negotiated after the auction.  

13.1.2. In Japan 

13.1.2.1. Feed-in-tariff system 

Japan introduced their FiT scheme in 2012, which since then has been re-evaluated (METI – FiT, 2012; Ex-

port.gov – JP RE, 2019) thus following the same development as in Taiwan a few years later. The FiT scheme 

obliges utility companies to buy RE produced for a fixed term at a fixed price. Consumers will cover costs 

based on an equal national electricity surcharge correlated to electricity consumption (METI – FiT, 2012). The 

financial coordination of the scheme thus differs from Taiwan and does not ‘punish’ non-renewable energy 

production.  

The FiT rate for OWE will be re-evaluated for the tender process, as the commercialization of the OWE in-

dustry in Japan will inevitably drive down costs. Thus, from the current FiT scheme it is not possible to predict 

what the rate will be for OWE. However, both Alfonso Ma-Tay and Anders Windahl are certain that the rates 

will not enable Ørsted to establish a highly profitable project (Appendix 1; Appendix 2) 

13.1.2.2. Auction system  

The government of Japan is yet to introduce an auction system for OWE but has decided on eleven offshore 

areas to be suitable for OWE farms, one of which being the Choshi area (Durakovic, 2019d) which Ørsted and 

TEPCO are interested in and where TEPCO announced plans in the fall of 2019 to develop a 370MW OWE 

farm (Durakovic, 2019e).  

Based on the feedback Ørsted has received from the Japanese government it is evident that Japan will pay 

attention to Ørsted’s inclusion of local stakeholders and the LCRs may be as high or higher than in Taiwan 

(Appendix 2). For the coming development of the Japanese OWE market, Taiwan is likely to be used as a 

point of reference due to the similarities regarding the lack of OWE experience. Also, as both Anders Windahl 
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and Alfonso Ma-Tay pointed out, governments learn from one another and thus it seems likely for Japan to 

replicate the auction structure from Taiwan.  

As most components for an OWE project are made from metal, the LCRs in Japan are expected to be high 

due to large metal companies in the economy that are able to transfer their capabilities (Appendix 2; Sawe, 

2019). Based on these findings, it is evident that Japan has many structures in place to establish market for 

OWE and Ørsted is likely to meet conditions close to those of Taiwan regarding LCRs.    

13.2. The Power of Buyers 

In this paper, the government of the respective country is defined as the buyer as it constructs the FiT scheme 

and the tender even though Taipower is the recipient of electricity in Taiwan (Ørsted – TW FID, 2019; BOE – 

FiT rates, 2019).    

Any government can assure electricity production without implementing OWE in the energy-mix as electricity 

is a standardized product. Besides that, the number of auctions globally is limited. Due to these conditions 

and the government being the decision-maker it is evident that a government possesses a high level of buyer 

power. Government price sensitivity has increased in recent years (Appendix 1).  

The case regarding LCR negotiations in Taiwan is a prime example of the government’s buyer power and how 

the profitability of the industry is being squeezed. Anders Windahl also emphasizes the fact, that previously 

the industry margins were really high, but now it is a fully competitive market (Appendix 1) as price sensitivity 

has increased.  

It is important to note that normal economic rationale is not fully applicable in this sense to the OWE industry, 

due to the environmental and spatial benefits of OWE. These rationales are introduced in the section on 

substitutional threat.   

13.3. The Power of Suppliers  

The power of suppliers and the supply chain of Ørsted is significantly influenced by the government through 

the LCRs. The LCRs are, as mentioned, influenced by the national competencies within industries from which 

capability transfer is possible.   

The supply chain of a complete OWE park is immense. In this paper, the nacelle and foundation will be the 

areas of focus, as these constitute some of the most financially heavy physical items (IRENA – Power to 

Change, 2016) and exemplify the impact of LCR on different parts. LCRs also affect sourcing of both capital 

and labor in Taiwan (Appendix 6; FSC, 2017) but as Anders Windahl and Alfonso Ma-Tay both expressed that 
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the sourcing of components was the most significant challenge these will be the focus of the analysis (Ap-

pendix 1; Appendix 2).  

A general attribute of the OWE industry, is that there are very few suppliers for each component (Appendix 

2). The parts that are first affected by LCR are the least technologically difficult to build. The turbine itself, 

hence the electricity-producing technology inside the nacelle, requires the highest technological capabilities 

(Appendix 2). This is reflected in the LCRs where only the lower part of OWTs are included in LCRs in Taiwan 

(Appendix 6), thus the Taiwanese government acknowledges the technical capabilities required, which are 

not attainable from a domestic company. Thus, Ørsted were able to choose their turbine supplier without 

restrictions.  

13.3.1. Turbine manufacturers  
The turbine market for OWE is dominated by Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy (Siemens Gamesa) and 

MHI Vestas Offshore Wind (MHI Vestas) (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019) who are the only two supplying Ørsted 

(Appendix 1; Appendix 2). More turbine manufacturers are now available but Ørsted is currently sticking to 

Siemens Gamesa and MHI Vestas due to switching costs (Appendix 1; Appendix 2).   

The switching costs are due to technology differences that affect the setup of the wind farm, its design and 

the O&M tasks (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). Every OWT manufacturer has different technology meaning that 

O&M is different, which requires new capabilities from Ørsted (Appendix 2). Thus, Ørsted is to some extent 

currently stuck to Siemens and MHI Vestas (Appendix 2).  

Within a longer-term perspective this will change. GE Renewable Energy’s (GE) 12MW OWT has been chosen 

as Ørsted’s preferred choice in the US, where LCRs are very high (Appendix 1), looking to be commissioned 

in 2024 – hence are currently not part of Ørsted’s portfolio (Russell, 2019a). So for a tender  in Japan, it is 

quite certain that the choice will remain between Siemens Gamesa and MHI Vestas.  

Hence, currently the OWT suppliers of Ørsted enjoy a duopoly providing them with strong power but the 

prices for OWTs have declined over the past years with turbine costs decreasing 40% since 2010 (Bloom-

bergNEF – NEO, n.d.). OWT manufacturers are in a continuous technology race to build bigger and better 

OWTs (Steitz, 2018; OECD/IEA – Offshore Energy Outlook, 2018), which is naturally also a reason for the 

continuous decrease in the LCoE of OWE.   

Japan is host to Hitachi that is active in Taiwan being the turbine supplier for the Changhua Demonstration 

OWE park (Appendix 3), however Hitachi will stop turbine manufacturing (Durakovic, 2019a). MHI Vestas is 

a joint venture between Danish Vestas and Japanese Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. MHI Vestas do not have 

any production in Japan (MHI Vestas, 2019).  
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The power of suppliers is decreased by the dependency on revenue gained from Ørsted due to them being 

the biggest client, which Anders Windahl also insinuated, as Siemens in the end came with an offer that 

Ørsted could not refuse in Taiwan (Appendix 1, p.1).  

Due to the technological production capabilities the nacelle has evaded LCRs and supplier power is thus not 

‘artificially’ or governmentally enhanced. The power of turbine suppliers is high, due to the concentration of 

them, lack of substitutional products and the huge switching costs.  

13.3.2. Foundation manufacturers 
The foundation for OWTs does not require the same level of technological knowledge and capabilities as the 

nacelle does (Appendix 2). This means that this is one of the first subjects to LCRs as is evident in the case of 

Taiwan (Appendix 2; Appendix 6) where Ørsted had to include domestic manufacturers although no domestic 

manufacturers had experience (Appendix 2). Ørsted faced challenges regarding foundations for the Chang-

hua projects as the producers did not have the required capacity for the quantity demanded (Plechinger, 

2019). Anders Windahl mentioned the importance of keeping the magnitude of Ørsted’s orders in mind, as 

each OWT is the size of an Eiffel tower (Appendix 1) thus for the first two Changhua projects Ørsted is de-

manding foundations for around 110 Eiffel towers (Appendix 3). Creating such large steel structures in that 

quantity and achieving the required quality to limit corrosion over the lifetime of 20 years is challenging for 

a company with no prior experience in the industry (Appendix 2).  

Ørsted mainly procures foundations from Taiwan for the Changhua projects (4C Offshore - GC1 - SC, n.d; 4C 

Offshore – GC2a – SC, n.d.). Korean Samkang M&T and Hyundai Engineering & Steel Industries were however 

handed contracts for 28 and 27 foundations respectively long time after the initial contracts (Durakovic, 

2019b). It is thus fair to assume, that Ørsted procure the remaining foundations from outside Taiwan, be-

cause no Taiwanese company has the capacity to meet Ørsted’s demand and hence the LCR can be circum-

vented.  

It is evident that for components where technological requirements are not very high, and where supplier 

power would thus normally be weakened (Porter, 2008), the government imposes LCRs that artificially in-

creases supplier power.  

13.4. The Threat of Substitutes  

The power generation industry consists of the total amount of electrical energy produced. In my analysis of 

substitutes, I will focus my perspective on electrical power production sources. I will not include an analysis 

of for instance gasoline for transport vehicles as a substitute for electric vehicles, or district heating as a 

substitute to electric heating.  
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The power mix of both Taiwan and Japan is changing, and will continue to change, with renewables increasing 

its share in the energy mix. As electrical power can be termed a standard product, the differentiation and 

hence, the analysis of substitutes, will be focused on the varying production methods of electricity. This anal-

ysis will divide power generating substitutes into three categories of fossil energy sources, nuclear energy 

and renewable energy sources (RES) of which OWE is part of the latter. The threat of each substitute is af-

fected by factors such as natural and geographical conditions as well as the efficiency and externalities that 

affect the political attitude. As the government is the buyer and most central actor for the establishment of 

OWE, the political attitude regarding the energy mix is the primary determinant of the threat of substitutes 

to OWE (Appendix 2). The analysis of substitutes will thus take point of departure in the energy targets 

brought forward by the governments of Taiwan and Japan. This enables the analysis to compare the two 

countries’ governments and let Taiwan serve as a benchmark for predicting Japan’s approach towards OWE 

development.  

Fossil energy sources include oil, gas and coal. Nuclear energy is its own category, while renewable energy 

sources encompass for instance hydroelectric power, solar photovoltaic (PV), biomass and waste, and wind 

power including both on- and offshore (Bloomberg NEF – NEO, n.d.; MarketLine – Power Generation, 2018).  

As both governments have made their goals clear, the measurement of how big a threat other energy sources 

are is quite fixed and even though political ambitions may change the chances of them changing dramatically 

before Japan decides to open an OWE tender are quite minimal. In the following section, the different energy 

sources’ substitutional threat will be evaluated as well as the incentives behind, in order to improve the 

understanding of the government’s priorities enabling the analysis to better predict the approach of Japan 

in the coming tender.  

Japan’s energy targets are set five years later than those of Taiwan, which should be noted, as with the FiT 

and with OWE, this follows the trend of Japan being a few years behind Taiwan. Furtherly, the difference 

between electricity generation or production, and capacity should be noted, as some data are only available 

in one or the other. The analysis nevertheless establishes a picture of government incentives, but MW ca-

pacity is not the same as generation due to differing capacity factors of electricity producing sources.  

The market for electricity production is naturally, qua population size, much larger in Japan than in Taiwan. 

In Japan, the total annual electricity production was 941.1 TWh while it in Taiwan was 267.5 TWh in 2017. 

The Taiwanese market is however expected to grow more relative to the Japanese, reaching an expected 

337.1 TWh in 2022 compared to Japan’s 955.7 TWh (MarketLine – JP Power Generation, 2018; MarketLine – 

TW Power Generation, 2018). Both countries are reliant on imports of inputs for electricity production. In 

Taiwan, import accounts of e.g. coal and gas account for over 98% of the country’s energy demand (Hu et al., 
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2017; MarketLine – TW Power Generation, 2018). In Japan, after the Fukushima accident energy imports 

have been around 93%, where prior to 2011, the amount was around 80% (Trading Economics – Energy Im-

ports JP, n.d.).  

13.4.1. Fossil 
Fossil energy sources heavily dominate Taiwan’s power production accounting for slightly over 85% of the 

total (MarketLine – TW Power Production, 2018). In Japan, they account for around 82% (METI – Japan’s 

Energy, 2018). Fossil energy sources include coal, natural gas and oil.  

The table beneath summarizes the two countries’ energy mix of fossil energy sources and their targets. 

 Taiwan – electricity generation Japan – electricity generation 

Year 2018 2025 2017 2030 

Coal 45.5% 30% 33% 26% 

Natural Gas 35% 50% 40% 27% 

Oil 4.4% 0% 9% 3% 

Table 7: Energy mix – Fossil Energy Sources based on Appendix 7  

Coal is a flexible electricity production source as production is based on demand and it does not require e.g. 

wind or sun to produce (Taipower – Sustainability Report, 2018). The LCoE of electricity produced using coal 

is generally much lower than OWE (Ram et al., 2018), however Ørsted’s Hornsea 2 project in the UK delivers 

a MWh price beneath coal on average (Ørsted – Prices of production technologies, n.d.). The environmental 

impact and the import dependence which applies to both countries makes coal less attractive (EIA – Taiwan, 

2016; IEA – Japan, 2016). 

The advantages and disadvantages of natural gas are similar to coal, but the greenhouse-gas-emission from 

burning natural gas are around half that of coal (Tunstad, 2019; Plumer, 2019). Also, the LCoE is approxi-

mately half of OWE (EIA – LCoE of generation resources, 2019). 

13.4.2. Nuclear 
The table beneath summarizes the two countries’ energy mix of nuclear energy and their targets. 

 Taiwan – electricity generation Japan – electricity generation 

Year 2018 2025 2017 2030 

Nuclear 10% 0% 3.1% 20-22% 

Table 8: Energy mix – Nuclear Energy based on appendix 7 

Nuclear power is a stable and cheap source of energy but carries the issue of radiation, radioactive waste 

and the risk of devastating disasters, as seen with the Fukushima incident.   

13.4.3. Renewable Energy Sources 
In 2018, RE accounted for 4.59% of the total electricity generated in Taiwan (BOE – Statistics Handbook, 2019) 

and the target is that RE accounts for 20% of electricity generation in 2025 (MOEA, 2019). In Japan, RESs 
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accounted for 16% of energy production in 2017 and the goal is for RE to account for 22-24% in 2030 (METI 

– Japan’s Energy, 2018). The RESs of substitutional threat in both countries are hydro power, waste, solar PV, 

biomass, and onshore wind (BOE – Statistics Handbook, 2019; METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018). 

The table beneath summarizes the two countries’ energy mix of RE and their targets. Due to methodological 

differences and lacking data the table differs between generation and capacity in absolute terms and percent. 

 Taiwan – electricity generation Japan – electricity generation  

Year 2018 2025 2018 2030 

Hydro Power 2.79% 50MW capa-
city increase  

7.9% 8.8-9.2% 

Solar Photovoltaic 1,01% 13,26 5.2% 7% 

Biomass and Waste 29.62% of RE 
capacity 

Minimal deve-
lopment 

2.1% 3.6-4.6% 

Wind Power 0,61%   0.6% in 2017 1.7% 

- Onshore Wind Energy 734MW capa-
city installed 

4.4% of RE ca-
pacity  
500MW in-
crease  

0.6% Minimal deve-
lopment 

- Offshore Wind Energy 8MW capacity 5700MW capa-
city 

0% Approx. 1% 

Table 9: Energy mix – Renewable Energy Sources based on appendix 7 

13.4.3.1. Hydroelectric Power 

Hydropower is one of the most developed RE technologies and can deliver electricity at low cost. A quality 

of the technology is that it can control power dispatching in peak demand (Lee & Chang, 2018), thus improv-

ing flexibility of the electricity supply. However, the technology has negative effects on the ecological envi-

ronment (Lee & Chang, 2018).  

13.4.3.2. Solar PV 

Solar PV is an abundant and environmentally friendly source. Furtherly, Taiwan is the world’s second largest 

solar PV producer (Lee & Chang, 2018). It thus creates many jobs and attracts investments (Executive Yuan – 

Green Energy Roofs, 2019). Solar PV is cheaper than OWE on average and currently in Taiwan (IRENA – RE 

gen. cost, 2019; BOE – FiT rates, 2019) however the MWh price of electricity produced by the Hornsea 2 OWE 

farm in the UK is cheaper than the global solar price per MWh (Ørsted – Prices of production technologies, 

n.d.). OWE has an advantage comparing it to solar PV as it does not take up land. Solar PV panels are however 

more flexible in appliance as they can both be installed on roofs as well as parks.  
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13.4.3.3. Biomass and waste 

Bioenergy electricity is half as costly as OWE on a global scale (IRENA – RE gen. cost, 2019). It enables simul-

taneous recycling and electricity generation but can cause air pollution (Lee & Chang, 2018).  

13.4.3.4. Wind power 

Onshore wind power’s low cost of electricity makes it very attractive, however due to limited areas onshore 

for development, noise, (Lee & Chang, 2018) and mountainous landscapes (Appendix 2), means that onshore 

wind has a physical cap (Lee & Chang, 2018; Appendix 2). Onshore wind is USD 11.12 cheaper per MWh than 

Ørsted’s Hornsea 2 park (Ørsted – Prices of production technologies, n.d.) and on a global scale the average 

cost of electricity for onshore wind energy is less than half the cost of OWE (IRENA – RE gen. cost, 2019). Due 

to the geographical similarities and challenges regarding space for onshore wind (METI – Energy Plan, 2018), 

wind energy in Japan, as in Taiwan, will primarily develop offshore.  

This emphasizes the specificities of the energy industry and the competitive strength of OWE, where the 

spatial deployment of the energy source overrules the cost disadvantage it has – especially when the OWE 

market is not developed, as is the case in Taiwan and Japan.  

It should also be noted, that in Taiwan the target for OWE was 3GW by 2025 (MarketLine – TW Power Gen-

eration, 2018), but has since been revised to almost the double with around 5.7GW being the target now 

(MOEA, 2019, Green Energy TW, n.d.). This indicates how the OWE industry has proven more auspicious than 

first assumed in Taiwan and thus, due to the conditional similarities with Japan, as onshore space is limited 

(Appendix 2; METI – Energy Plan, 2018), the OWE targets may be raised in Japan. 

13.5. Threat of entry  

When looking at the threat of new entrants, it is important to be aware of the complexity of the OWE industry 

and distinguish it from some of Michael Porter’s examples, which refer to products capable of being exported 

and distributed without a direct link to its production (Porter, 2008). For OWE, production and distribution 

cannot be separated as produced electricity is send to the grid. This section will analyze the threat of entrants 

into the OWE industry, hence possible future competitors in Japan that are not active in the OWE industry.  

13.5.1. Supply side economies of scale 
Being able to achieve supply-side economies of scale is a given for entering the industry as evident with the 

MW capacity of projects (Appendix 3) and a required minimum of 5MW per km2  in Taiwan (4C Offshore - 

GC1, n.d.; 4C Offshore - GC2a, n.d.). Ørsted were able to negotiate favorable terms with the turbine supplier, 

Siemens Gamesa (Appendix 1) thus decreasing the CAPEX. Such advantages are achievable for Ørsted due to 

the size of their demand. Having a specialized and experienced strong back office that reach high yield levels 
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decrease the OPEX (Appendix 1). These supply-side economies of scale leading to lower costs both in relation 

to CAPEX and OPEX enables Ørsted, and incumbents, to reach a lower LCoE when bidding in an auction (Ap-

pendix 1; Appendix 2), which creates barriers for new industry entrants. 

13.5.2. Demand side benefits of scale 
A government’s choice of preferred OWE producers is heavily influenced by the producer’s experience and 

the trust the government has in that producer. Having no track-record will serve as a barrier for new entrants, 

Ørsted is the only ones who can say they have a thousand turbines installed giving the government an assur-

ance for their investment (Appendix 2). Hence, the reputational effect based on track record and experience, 

which an incumbent as Ørsted possesses, serves as a barrier for industry entry. Thus, though the basis of 

competition essentially is price and local content inclusion, image and experience of the OWE developer are 

also hugely important especially in new markets (Appendix 2). 

13.5.3. Capital requirements 
The capital requirements for entering the industry are immense (WindEurope, 2018; IEA – OWE Outlook, 

2019). CAPEX for a 250MW OWE project is around USD 1 billion (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019) serving as a major 

entry barrier. It requires investments, which is difficult without a track record, as even Ørsted struggled to 

get lenders on board in Taiwan (Appendix 2). The construction of consortia to spread the cost over more 

actors is rather common, and evident in Taiwan (Appendix 3). Due to the industry’s decrease in LCoE (Appen-

dix 1; Appendix 2; IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019) and the experiences in Taiwan, it is likely that the capital re-

quirements will decrease for OWE projects in Japan.  

High capital requirements is however a relative term. Large oil and utility corporations have entered the 

industry already with massive deficits, but the entry costs are not keeping them out because the OWE de-

partments of these companies are small relative to the total revenue (Appendix 1). The threat of entry into 

the OWE industry is enhanced based on the financial muscle, but also if the company has experience with 

offshore structures or electricity distribution (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2018; Appendix 1; Appendix 2). This will 

be examined in the following section.  

13.5.4. Capability transfer  
One of the current market trends is that conventional energy company giants have started a green transition 

and started entering the OWE industry, such as Equinor formerly Statoil (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). If capabil-

ities can be transferred from their current action to the OWE industry it lowers entry barriers. Approximately 

one third of an OWE project’s lifetime costs have ‘’significant synergies with the oil and gas supply chain’’ of 

offshore projects (OECD/IEA – Offshore Energy Outlook, 2018 p. 12).  
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The trend is evident in Taiwan where Taipower currently has an almost 110MW OWE project in the pipeline 

and more in the early planning stage (Appendix 3; Taipower Profile, 2018; 4C Offshore – Changhua Demon-

stration, n.d.). Japan’s JXTG Nippon Oil & Gas is part of the consortium that shares ownership of the Yunlin 

Offshore Wind Farm in Taiwan (JXTG – Overview, n.d.; Appendix 3). They have limited capital requirements 

through a consortium structure as well as enabled industry learning from WPD Offshore GmbH. Chubu Elec-

tric Power and TEPCO are large utility companies in Japan (MarketLine – JP Power Generation, 2018). In 2015, 

they formed the joint venture company JERA Co Inc. (MarketLine – JERA profile, n.d.) and share ownership 

with Ørsted in the Formosa 1 project (4C Offshore – Formosa 1 Phase 2, n.d.). In January 2019, TEPCO started 

commercial operation of their first OWE turbine in Japan as a demonstration project (4C Offshore – Choshi 

Demonstration, n.d.). A couple of weeks later, they signed the MoU with Ørsted. Other large Japanese oil 

companies are already in onshore wind (Marketline – JP Oil & Gas, 2018; Cosmo Oil, n.d.; Idemitsu RE, n.d.). 

13.6. Rivalry 

The competition and rivalry are intensifying in the industry globally with rivals growing and a trend of con-

solidation (Appendix 2). Ørsted is the market leader and RWE and Vattenfall are viewed as Ørsted’s biggest 

competitors (Appendix 2). Ørsted has a market share of 12.86% followed by RWE with 10.44%. Vattenfall has 

a market share of 3.82% (IEA – OWE Outlook, 2019). RWE own the RE assets of E.ON and Innogy due to a 

merger in 2019 (Appendix 2; Käckenhoff & Steitz, 2019; Obayashi & Coghill, 2019; WindEurope – Trends EU, 

2019).  

RWE are looking at OWE opportunities in Japan and established a subsidiary in Tokyo in 2019. Furtherly, they 

are already collaborating with Japanese Kyuden Mirai Energy regarding development plans for OWE in the 

southwestern part of Japan (Obayashi & Coghill, 2019). Equinor have also established an office in Japan and 

are looking to explore OWE opportunities in the country (Equinor – JP, n.d.). WPD Offshore GmbH, majority 

owner of the 640MW Yunlin project in Taiwan (Appendix 3), also already have established a Japanese sub-

sidiary and are looking to explore OWE opportunities (wpd – JP, n.d.). A range of other developers are also 

looking at Japan, some of which are active in Taiwan, with a number of partnership agreements between 

Japanese and international developers being made (offshoreWIND - JP, n.d.). The competition in Taiwan and 

Japan is more transparent than in Europe due to the number of photos and announcements about collabo-

rators, where in Europe such dealings are kept hidden from competitors (Appendix 2). Hence, it is evident 

that the rivalry in Japan will be high, with large global players as well as regional players who have gained 

experience in Taiwan, being interested in the upcoming Japanese market.  

With developers gaining more experience, the intensity increases, though Ørsted is still the most experienced 

company in the industry with the most OWTs installed and capabilities to do the largest projects (Appendix 
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2). There are some different competitors in Asia compared to Europe, but regarding Taiwan and Japan, Ør-

sted knows ‘’… that there are no big developers there that will have the capabilities to do a large commercial 

scale park on their own‘’ (Appendix 2, p. 6). This is evident looking at how the Asian companies enter part-

nerships (Appendix 3). An increase of partnerships and consolidation of rivals inevitably increases the project 

scale that they can do, thus increases competition for Ørsted. However, in such partnerships, each single link 

in the value chain needs to make a profit, which increases costs of such competitors (Appendix 1).  

13.7. Conclusion on the industry analysis 
The competitive intensity in the industry for Ørsted’s venture in Japan will be high and expected to be higher 

than in Taiwan. The government’s intervention establishing FiT system and tender, which relate to the LCRs, 

affect profitability of the industry where it can be expected that Ørsted will face high LCRs in Japan as in 

Taiwan.  As a buyer, the government possesses huge power. The power of suppliers is high due to a small 

supplier-base based either on technological capabilities or government-imposed LCRs. The government is 

thus the paramount actor, possessing very high power both as a buyer and as industry facilitator. The threat 

of substitutes is not very intense as specific targets are set in Japan, and though current OWE targets are 

small the electricity market is huge. Furtherly Taiwan proves how the OWE targets can been revised upwards, 

with OWE also having the advantage of not taking up land space and showing prospects of decreasing costs. 

The threat of entry is increasing. Evident in Taiwan new competitors often enter by collaborating in consor-

tiums and often from industries from which capabilities can be transferred, though facing barriers of high 

capital requirements, as well as supply and demand side scale economies and benefits. The rivalry for Japan 

is likely to be more intense than it was in Taiwan, with European incumbents and regional players showing 

interest in Japan some of which have established relationships with domestic companies.  

The development of the OWE industry in Taiwan can definitely help shaping the strategic approach of Ørsted 

in Japan. The evolvement in Taiwan, also regarding the venture of Ørsted, can prove as inspiration for the 

government of Japan in their auction framework including FiT rate and level of LCR. Though, no clear targets 

for OWE have been set in Japan, it can be expected that with wind energy increasing from 0.6% to 1.7% of 

total electricity production it will primarily be due to OWE, as indicated by the government of Japan and 

following the path of Taiwan. If around 1% of electricity in Japan will be generated by OWE, then there is a 

huge potential for Ørsted – but also for many competitors, thus competition will be strong, and profit is likely 

to be squeezed.  

The approach that the government of Japan will have in the tender and the balance between LCRs and FiT 

rates and the government’s approach will be affected greatly by the competitive forces and the institutional 

environment. The strategy of how Ørsted should utilize their resources and capabilities in Japan is dependent 
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on Japan and its institutional environment and how it compares to that of Taiwan. This is analyzed in the 

following section.  

14. Institution-Based View 

This section will analyze the political economy of Taiwan and Japan respectively and bring forward some 

general country-specific information the following sections will look at the political economy of Taiwan and 

Japan respectively. In order to provide an overview of the extensive analysis, the main findings have been 

summarized in the following table:  

 Taiwan Japan 
General macro and insti-
tutional country charac-
teristics of particular rel-
evance to Ørsted 

Developed economy, low corruption, 
clear RE targets, FiT scheme, limited on-
shore capacity for RESs, favorable off-
shore wind conditions 

Developed economy, low corruption, clear 
RE targets, FiT scheme, limited onshore ca-
pacity for RESs, favorable offshore wind 
conditions 

Energy plan  Ensure energy and develop industry for 
RE 

Ensure cheap and clean energy safely 

Political economy Largely state coordinated capitalism, 
strongly developmental state 

Industry coordinated capitalism, some state 
developmental elements e.g. steel industry 
approach 

Industrial relations Trade union density 37.3%, Horizontal 
information sharing across companies, 
average employment tenure 9.66 years 

Trade union density, 17%, information shar-
ing across companies and political stake-
holders, ‘lifetime employment’, average 
employment tenure 12.1 years but longer in 
large corporations 

Vocational training and 
education 

Well-educated people, education and 
on-the-job skills, innovation focus, RE 
cluster 

Well-educated people, heavy reliance on 
on-the-job training, generic educational di-
rection  

Corporate governance Bank-led, fragmented market, many 
state-owned, allocation affected heavily 
by non-financial data and relationship, 
green financing is incentivized, RE devel-
opers incentivized to lend domestically 

Bank-led, keiretsu main bank, cross-share-
holding in networks, allocation affected 
heavily by relationship 

Inter-firm relations Close networks, large family-owned 
business groups, social elites having 
close relations and political ties, guanxi 
relationships are important, Confucian-
ism, trust is vital, hierarchical, conflict 
avoidance, collaborative relations, inter-
firm collaboration for RE industry devel-
opment 

Close keiretsu networks, horizontal and ver-
tical keiretsu, R&D consortia, government-
association-industry nexus, Confucianism, 
trust is vital, hierarchical, conflict avoid-
ance, social pressure as substitute for for-
mal institutions 

Employee relations Family ownership, inner circle of man-
agement, little authority delegation, top-
down decision-making, focus on har-
mony 

Significant correlation between seniority 
and hierarchical position, broad consensus 
in decision-making, ringi system, medium-
high authority delegation, focus on har-
mony 

Table 10: Institution-Based View – Main Findings 
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14.1. Taiwan  
Taiwan is one of the most developed countries in Asia showing a high interest in RE and OWE. The economy 

is based largely on manufacturing and a very open approach to international trade.  

Due to its electric system’s isolation, they are dependent on producing power based on imported fossil 

sources and as the nuclear power will be phased out in the wake of the Fukushima accident (BOE, 2017), 

then the RE demand is increasing. The geographical conditions are ‘pushing’ RES offshore due to the moun-

tainous landscape and ‘pulling’ in regard to favorable wind speeds.  

The table beneath provides an overview of Taiwan on parameters which are of importance to Ørsted (Ap-

pendix 2).  

 Taiwan 

Population size 23.5 million 

GDP per cap PPP USD 50,300 

GDP per capita USD 24,830 

Growth rate 2% and stable  

Corruption Perception Index No. 31 worldwide 

Industries Industrial manufacturing and exports of machinery and high-
tech electronics – highly dependent on international trade 

Geography and natural conditions Island with isolated electricity network. Mountains, earth-
quakes and typhoons. Very favorable offshore wind condi-
tions.  

Population density 727 people per km2 

Feed-in-tariff scheme Yes 

Renewable energy Significant growth and demand for OWE 

Energy policy Focus on ensuring stable and abundant supply. RE develop-
ment is seen as an economic opportunity to build an indus-
try and attract investments  

Table 11: Taiwan – Country Overview based on appendix 8 

14.2. Taiwan – Varieties of Capitalism 
The political economy of Taiwan influences the strategy of Ørsted. The relations and coordination of stake-

holders is vital to understand how to navigate in a political economy (Hall & Soskice, 2001). Taiwan is a case 

of rather state coordinated capitalism, as will be elaborated and analyzed in the following sections.  

14.2.1. Introduction to Taiwan’s political economy 
In the late 1980s, Taiwan’s martial law ended and made way for democratization. Taiwan experienced signif-

icant political and economic liberalization in the aftermath, which has affected its political economy and the 

relations between the government and business (Fields, 2012). The economy continued being subject to ex-

tensive direct state involvement (Zhang & Whitley, 2013). The Kuomintang (KMT) political party, who were 

in power until 2000, restricted private capital and instead focused on growing state-owned enterprises. Dur-

ing this period a strong relationship between Taiwan’s family business groups and the state was developed, 
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increasing the political influence of these private business groups (Fields, 2012) and making Taiwan’s eco-

nomic governance co-governed by the state and the business elite (Zhang & Whitley, 2013). In the 1990s the 

government installed industrial policies to support the high-technology firms while relying on private capital 

as the engine for upgrading. In 2000, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) took over office for the first 

time, which decreased the state’s direct involvement in the economy (Zhang & Whitley, 2013) and decreased 

state autonomy while the relationship with large companies grew.  

The close relationship between the state and business, as well as the government’s desire to provide growth 

through targeted policies are evident in Taiwan today. In 2016 DPP propounded the ‘Five Plus Two Industry 

Innovation Plan’ focusing on the development of a RE industry (MFA Denmark, 2017; MOEA – 5+2, 2019). 

The Five Plus Two plan seeks to develop the Taiwanese industries towards higher value-adding tasks and shift 

away from contract manufacturing (Ferry, 2017). The Statute for Industrial Innovation offers grants and tax 

incentives for companies to invest in R&D (Statute for Industrial Innovation – Chapter Three) and to compa-

nies developing technology and products for greenhouse gas reduction (Statute for Industrial Innovation – 

Chapter Seven).  

14.2.2. Industrial relations in Taiwan 
Labor unions in Taiwan are classified into three different types: corporate union, industrial union and profes-

sional union. A corporate union is organized by employees at the same workplace. An industrial union is 

organized by employees in a specific industry, whilst a professional union consists of people with similar skills 

(Labor Union Act – Article 6). There is a predominance of labor unions based on the occupations and skills of 

the members across workplaces and companies (InvesTaiwan – Industrial Relations, n.d.). That is likely cor-

related with a high level of information sharing in the economy.  

The union density in Taiwan is around 37.3% (Witt & Redding, 2013) and the employment tenure in 2018 was 

9.66 years and has been steadily increasing (TW - National statistics, n.d.) while in Denmark it was 7.5 years 

(Grønborg, 2019). 

14.2.3. Vocational training and education 
The Taiwanese go to school for an average of 12.1 years (WEF – GCI TW, n.d.) where the Danes’ average is 

12.4 (WEF – GCI DK, n.d.). In 2014, the Ministry of Education prolonged the obligatory period of education 

from nine to twelve years (TW – Education, n.d.). Historically, the focus and planning of Taiwan’s education 

system correlates to the transformation and economic growth that the country has experienced previously 

(Lee & Hsiao, 2013). The literacy rate is 98.8 percent for the population aged 15 and older (TW Gov. – Edu-

cation, n.d.). In 2015, 45 percent of the population aged 25-64 had a university or an advanced degree where 

the OECD average was 36 percent (Hsueh, 2018). ‘’The performance of the Taiwanese education system has 
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been relatively satisfactory, especially in science and technology, which in the later stages of Taiwan’s eco-

nomic development turned out to be crucial in accommodating the booming demand of high-tech industry’’ 

(Lee & Hsiao, 2013 p. 250). The Ministry of Education (MOE) has had an increasing focus on innovation in the 

higher education (MOE, n.d.) correlating with the country’s Statute for Industrial Innovations and the Five 

Plus Two Industry Innovation Plan, hence the emphasis on innovation is consistent in the political economy.  

The skill formation relies heavily on the education system and on-the-job training with little vocational train-

ing prevalent (Lee & Hsiao, 2013; Witt & Redding, 2013; WEF – GCI TW, n.d.). However, there is an exception 

in Taiwan’s high-tech industries where the ones situated in industrial parks significantly do better in this 

regard (Lee & Hsiao, 2013). Currently, there is an emphasis on developing a cluster for renewable energy on 

the west coast of Taiwan correlating with the Five Plus Two plan (Chung, 2017). The Shalun Smart Green 

Energy Science City (SGESC), located in the southwestern part of the country, aims to bring together domestic 

companies and universities with international collaboration to develop a strong national industry and tech-

nology through R&D and innovation (SGESC, n.d.). Thus, it is evident that there is a desire in Taiwan that the 

skills formation grasps the opportunities of RE. 

14.2.4. Corporate governance 
In the 1980s, almost all major financial institutions and banks were government owned (Lee & Hsiao, 2013). 

In the 1990s, a gradual privatization of state-owned banks began but many banks are still state-owned (Fields, 

2012; Lee & Hsiao, 2013). Banks favor public and big private businesses in terms of credit access and borrow-

able amount. Access to finance relies on both relationships and credit availability. The system has gradually 

become more market-based (Lee & Hsiao, 2013) but relationship-based allocation still prevails as dominant 

(Witt & Redding, 2013). The stock market has increasingly become a source of finance (Ibid) with Taiwan 

Stock Exchange amongst the world’s top 20 (WFE, 2019). 

The government is incentivizing ‘green’ financing (FSC, 2017).  The Green Finance Action Plan encourages the 

Taiwanese capital market to invest in RE projects and ‘’… offshore wind power manufacturers to use local 

funds: The Ministry of Economic Affairs will take into account the financing situation by domestic banks when 

reviewing applications of establishing offshore wind power manufacturers’’ (FSC, 2017 p. 11). Hence, the 

access to finance in Taiwan is not only dependent on non-financial data such as relationships and networks 

but furthermore influenced by the industry in which a company does business and heavily influenced by the 

government’s policies striving to promote RE investments and vice-versa promote lending from domestic 

financial institutions.  
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14.2.5. Inter-firm relations 
Small and medium-sized enterprises account for 95 percent of companies in Taiwan, which affects the inter-

firm relations in Taiwan, but often a business group is behind, and it can thus be argued that business groups 

are the backbone of Taiwan’s economy. Especially family business groups play an important role in the Tai-

wanese economy (Lee & Hsiao, 2013). A business group is defined as ‘’a coherent business organization in-

cluding several legally independent enterprises’’ (Chung & Mahmood, 2010 p. 185). Other criteria are over-

laps regarding e.g. decision-makers and shareholders with the core firm (Ibid). Large business groups have 

continuously expanded into many different industries (Lee & Hsiao, 2013).  

Previous studies reveal that around 75% of the country’s listed companies are under family control. Publicly 

available information does not trace kinship widely enough and can thus underestimate family control (Lee 

& Hsiao, 2013). Inter-family kinship networks are frequent among prominent business owners who are part 

of larger networks with other social-elite families and high-ranking politicians (Lee & Hsiao, 2013), thus the 

inter-firm relations should also consider political ties, as the relationship with the government and political 

actors is important. Inter-firm relations are generally close In Taiwan and also exist between competitors. 

‘’As there is virtually no anti-trust legal tradition in Taiwan, ties among competitors for securing privileged 

market positions seem to be a natural development’’ (Lee & Hsiao, 2013 p. 252).  

Confucianism is deeply rooted in Taiwan’s culture, covering aspects such as the importance of family, the 

fear of losing face, the importance of hierarchy and guanxi (MFA Denmark - TW, n.d.). These are some aspects 

that have been highly influential on Ørsted’s practices and experiences in Taiwan, as mentioned in the firm-

based view. The Taiwanese culture closely relates to that of China (MFA Denmark – TW, n.d.), thus, I will 

allow for some generalizations based on Chinese culture. Guanxi encapsulates the importance of establishing 

a personal relationship with other actors for instance to ease the negotiation process (Meyer, 2016). Guanxi 

is about one’s ability to establish such relations and utilize them for business. It is important to have a net-

work of actors, where mutual trust is established. Building trust in business relationships in a Confucian cul-

ture differs significantly from the Danish. In Denmark, trust builds on reliability and quality of work. In Con-

fucian cultures, trust is very relationship-based with relationships being more emotional and established over 

longer time based on personal interaction and if ‘’I know others well who trust you, I trust you’’ (Meyer, 2016 

p. 171). ‘’… Taiwanese businesses prefer to interact with specific business partners whom they trust deeply’’ 

(Lee & Hsiao, 2013, p. 252). The World Value Survey shows that around 70% of Taiwanese people do not 

trust people they meet for the first time (WVS – TW, 2012). This data is not available for Denmark, but a 

comparison can be made with Sweden where it is around 40% (WVS – SWE, 2011). This emphasizes the im-

portance of establishing relationships to gain trust.  
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In Taiwan great attention is paid to ‘face’, both in business relations and in general social behavior. To lose 

face occurs when a person does not live up to expectations. This exists in all cultures but is especially preva-

lent in Confucian cultures (Meyer, 2016). The expectations can both be due to a person’s title or due to a 

statement made by that person. The fear of losing face and making someone else lose face has fostered a 

culture where discussions are often neglected (Meyer, 2016), as experienced by Ørsted (Appendix 1). The 

primary focus is to sustain harmony leading to avoidance of confrontations especially with other people pre-

sent (Meyer, 2016). This can also help explain why solutions or agreements are often settled ‘in the back-

ground’ as Ørsted have experienced (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). Confucianism emphasizes the importance of 

hierarchy also due to its significance in achieving harmony. In inter-firm relations, it is important to match 

the hierarchical level, hence if a company sends a high-ranking person to a meeting the other company should 

match that (Meyer, 2016).  

The government strives to promote inter-firm relations, and cross-sectoral relations, specifically regarding 

RE development. As stated in the Guidelines on Energy Development, one of the government’s actions is to 

‘’unite enterprises, corporations, and schools to orient toward advanced energy technologies R&D capacity 

while strengthening key advanced energy technologies… ‘’ (BOE, 2017 p. 8). The government has previously 

had great success with its industrial policy, specifically regarding the rise of Taiwan’s semiconductor and elec-

tronic products’ industry (Fields, 2012). Taiwan is also ranked as number 5 in the world regarding cluster 

development (WEF – GCI TW, n.d.). Hence, it is evident that the relations between Taiwanese companies are 

close. Many of the government’s initiatives promoting the RE industry can also be seen in the perspective of 

inter-firm relations, as the initiatives, such as the Five Plus Two plan, the Statute for Industrial Innovation and 

the SGESC all seek to foster industry collaboration.  

14.2.6. Employee relations 
The management structure is often subject to family control as the majority of directors are chosen by family 

members (Lee & Hsiao, 2013). The family ownership of many firms also means that ownership is passed on 

to family members. The family’s ‘head’ and the most central family figures make decisions. Managers try to 

create a pseudo family-culture, which improves the company’s labor force stability and solidarity (Lee & 

Hsiao, 2013 p. 247). This correlates to the Confucian way of building relationships and trust, which empha-

sizes emotional connection (Meyer, 2016). The basis of employee promotion is fostered by one’s relationship 

with management and seniority in the company (Witt & Redding, 2013). Taiwanese generally show lack of 

trust in non-family employees (Lee & Hsiao, 2013), thus establishing personal relationships is very important. 

There is a general reluctance of authority delegation in Taiwan (Lee & Hsiao, 2013). Taiwan is ranked 37th on 

the willingness to delegate authority in business where Denmark ranks first (WEF GCI – TW, 2019; WEF GCI 
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– DK, 2019). Hierarchy is important and the decision-making in companies is top-down structured. The lead-

ership style is significantly different in Denmark to practices in Taiwan as employees lack initiative and reluc-

tance to question or discuss the opinions of the leader and in general treating the leader as a ‘superior’ figure 

(Meyer, 2016; Appendix 1). This emphasizes the importance of harmony and hierarchy of Confucianism as 

previously brought forward.  

The management structure of business groups in Taiwan relies on an ‘inner circle’ consisting of managers the 

owners trust and are often family or partners who have established trust due to long relationships. The inner 

circle consists of executives who possess the most decision-making power, with the head of the family serving 

as chairman (Chung & Mahmood, 2010; Kim & Chung, 2018). Though decreasing, the structure still prevails 

(Lee & Hsiao, 2013; Kim & Chung, 2018). In 2016, changes were made to the Securities Exchange Act (Kim & 

Chung, 2018), which now requires publicly listed companies to have at least two independent directors on 

the board (Securities and Exchange Act Article 14-2).  

14.2.7. VoC Conclusion of Taiwan 
Taiwan is clearly a developed economy, which has the economic capacity to not only strive for ensuring elec-

tricity but to also aim for a more sustainable electricity supply. They have clear long-term targets for RE and 

OWE and furtherly an ambition to create a domestic industry to provide economic development also with a 

range of policies aiming to foster this. Furtherly, it is a country with a relatively low level of corruption. These 

factors were vital for Ørsted when choosing to enter Taiwan (Appendix 2). 

The Taiwanese system of industrial relations consists of unions working largely horizontally across companies 

fostering industry and sector wide information sharing. The educational system of Taiwan is extensive and 

produces a high amount of well-educated people. The government emphasizes innovation in its educational 

system and the creation of RE cluster to foster innovation within RE. Hence, the educational system is coor-

dinated with Taiwan’s economic growth policy, specifically regarding RE. The financial market is fragmented 

with many ‘small’ and state-owned banks that also depend on non-financial data and relationships to deter-

mine loans and push for RE financing domestically. Inter-firm relations in the Taiwanese economy consist of 

close networks. This is largely due to the extensive amount of business groups, often family-owned, control-

ling a range of businesses and social elites having strong networks including political ties. Confucian culture 

has a large impact on the relations and the opportunities for a company such as Ørsted in Taiwan. Being able 

to establish a guanxi relationship of trust with one actor is vital as it will open doors to that actor’s network. 

The system fosters knowledge transfer between stakeholders, both due to industrial policies emphasizing 

collaboration and clusters, as well as little anti-trust legislation fostering competitor collaboration. The sys-

tem of family owned business and Confucian cultural aspects heavily affect actions of top managers and 
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employee relations in Taiwan. Family ownership and the inner circle of management limits the action capac-

ity of individual managers and increases industry information sharing. The management practices and em-

ployee behavior are imbedded in Confucianism as hierarchy and conflict aversion are dominant elements 

evident in top-down management.    

The next section will seek to explore and analyze Japan and its political economy in the same manner as 

done with Taiwan in order to enable a comparison.  

14.3. Japan  
Japan is the third largest economy in the world (World Bank – GDP JP, n.d.). In the wake of the horrific Fuku-

shima accident in the spring of 2011, Japan shut down all nuclear power but has since brought it back (Komi-

yama & Fujii, 2017; MarketLine – Power Generation JP, 2018). Hence, Japan’s approach and reaction towards 

nuclear energy after the Fukushima is opposite to Taiwan’s. Offshore wind speeds combined with the on-

shore space restriction for RE deployment increases attractiveness of OWE. 

Japan does, at least on the surface, share many factors with that of Taiwan, being a developed economy with 

strong technological capabilities within manufacturing. The electricity system is isolated from other countries 

and heavily relies on imports of fossil sources, and furtherly the political structures regarding their targets 

and a FiT scheme are also in place as found in the industry analysis.  

The table beneath provides an overview of Japan on parameters which are of importance to Ørsted (Ap-

pendix 2).  

 Japan 

Population size 126 million, population growth rate of -0.24% 

GDP per cap PPP USD 42,900 

GDP per capita USD 38,440 

Growth rate 0.788% and stable  

Corruption Perception Index No. 18 worldwide  

Industries Large manufacturing and construction – strong Amongst world 
leading in production of automotive vehicles, semiconductors, 
and consumer electronics  

Geography and natural conditions Island with isolated electricity network. Mountains, volcanoes, 
earthquakes and typhoons. Favorable offshore wind conditions 

Population density 347.62 people per km2 on country basis – 6158 people per km2 
in Tokyo 

Feed-in-tariff scheme Yes 

Renewable energy Steady growth and demand for OWE 

Energy policy Focus on securing energy at a low cost for the population taking 
the environment and CO2 emissions into consideration and in-
creasing safety of especially nuclear power.  

Table 12: Japan – Country Overview based on appendix 8 
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14.4. Japan – Varieties of Capitalism 
The political economy and the institutional coordination in Japan differ from that of Taiwan. The government 

directs the economy broadly fostering a system that is coordinated by the industry to a great extent. The 

institutional environment that Ørsted will face in Japan is thus different from that of Taiwan.  

14.4.1. Introduction to Japan’s political economy  
Japan’s period of rapid economic development began almost ten years before Taiwan’s, and ended around 

ten years before as well, in the mid-70s (Fields, 2012). The government was active in speeding up the transi-

tion from labor-intensive to capital-intensive and lastly to knowledge-intensive industries with the govern-

ment actively growing specific industries. Furtherly, the government established strong barriers for interna-

tional competition to foster growth of infant domestic companies (Witt, 2013).   

Direct state involvement over the last thirty years has been more modest than in Taiwan (Zhang & Whitley, 

2013). Business co-ordination, government involvement, and networked business structures have been 

prominent in Japan’s political economy, and still are (Zhang & Whitley, 2013) as Japan has proven to be very 

path dependent (Fields, 2012). Japan has followed a networked mode of economic governance since the 70s 

and has been structured through close relations and discussions between business leaders and political lead-

ers able to direct and make policies (Fields, 2012; Witt, 2013). This system fostered an economy dominated 

by large private groups of companies. In the 90s the government implemented deregulation and increased 

privatization as part of a decrease in state intervention but has also been implementing industrial policies 

aimed to foster growth in some specific industries and thus directing businesses into certain growth sectors 

also for ‘sunset’ industries such as steel (Fields, 2012).  

The Japanese government still aims to promote national competitiveness by guiding the economy with sup-

port for e.g. the automotive industry and the robot industry but not renewable energy industry development 

apart from the FiT scheme (METI – Policy Index, n.d.). In the process of developing new reforms for the econ-

omy ‘’the bureaucracy as a whole and each relevant ministry in particular has pursued its own agenda, main-

tained its own view of the national interest, sought to preserve its own power, and brokered the various 

interests of its constituent industries’’ (Fields, 2012 p. 64). Hence, the political changes are not developing 

through extensively coordinated processes. Corporations are changing gradually by decreasing the closeness 

of networks and becoming more open to foreign partners, hence rather than moving towards a system com-

pletely market-based it is revising its networked type of capitalism.  
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The path dependency of Japan does however prevail, as explained by Fields the pressures of neo-liberalism 

has allowed the weakening of state bureaucratic capacity and weakened business-government ties and loos-

ened firm networks but ‘’… have been insufficient to overcome longstanding institutions, fundamentally 

transform government–business relations, or unwind policy networks’’ (p. 60).  

14.4.2. Industrial relations  
The Japanese labor unions are structured around three levels: enterprise-based unions, industrial trade un-

ion, and national labor centers. Enterprise unions is the dominant type of labor union (Oh, 2006). National 

labor centers primarily work for influence in national politics. Rengo (the Japanese Trade Union Confedera-

tion) is by far the largest labor center and 65% of all trade union members in 2006 were Rengo members and 

it has good relations with political parties securing collaboration and inclusion in policy making processes 

(Oh, 2006; 2012). 

Trade union density reached 17% in 2018, continuing a constant but small annual decrease in Japan (OECD – 

Trade Union, 2019; OECD – Trade Union b, 2019). Lifetime employment is a predominantly implicit rule or 

social norm in Japan and the system is quite robust (Witt, 2013). Firm size and employment tenure are posi-

tively correlated as the average tenure for employees is 12.1 years but in companies with over a thousand 

employees it is 14.2 years. Of all workers, 22.2% have an employment tenure of more than 20 years (JIL – 

Labor Situation, n.d.). The Japanese system pays great attention and respect to seniority. As most employees 

join a company at the same age, the higher seniority the higher experience and hierarchical position.  

14.4.3. Vocational training and education  
The Japanese average years of schooling is 12.8 years (WEF – GCI JP, n.d.). The system’s output is generally 

good and the country generally performs well in mathematics and science and the adult literacy rate is 99% 

(Witt & Redding, 2013). Public vocational education is not very prevalent in Japan (Witt, 2013). Companies 

and especially large firms hire fresh graduates (JIL – Labor Situation, 2016). ‘’Fresh graduates have no real 

experience of work in a company until they are hired … ’’ and ‘’… companies will hire them focusing on their 

trainability after hiring, and that their professional abilities will improve as they gain in experience in the 

workplace (JIL – Labor Situation, 2016 p. 75). The skillset of employees in a Japanese company is highly firm-

specific relying on on-the-job training and to some extent also off-the-job training (Witt, 2013 p. 111).  

Japans Basic Plan for the Promotion of Education has a quite generic vision of improving education without 

emphasizing a specific direction as Taiwan does (MEXT – Educational Vision, 2008).  

14.4.4. Corporate governance 
Japan is, and has been, a bank-led financial system relying on robust relationships with companies that are 

predominantly publicly listed. The allocation of bank funding is based on both relationships and market-based 
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criteria with a long-term return focus. Large companies primarily have one main bank where they access 

finance. One large bank often serves a whole keiretsu business group as these companies’ main bank and 

has a close relationship with the companies in that group. Keiretsu is explained in the section on inter-firm 

relations. As the Japanese economy and companies have grown the financial system has more market ori-

ented but the importance of the relationship with the main bank has prevailed (Witt, 2013).  

The financial system continues to be bank-led but the stock market’s importance has grown. Banks have close 

government relations, and often act as coordinator in its network of relations (Export.gov – JP Banking Sys-

tem, 2019). The main bank’s and the other firms’ shareholding in companies within the same business group 

is high, which implies a high number of cross-shareholdings (Witt, 2013). Shareholding in the hands of do-

mestic businesses and financial institutions has decreased. Simultaneously, the amount of foreign sharehold-

ing has increased (Witt, 2013) which correlates to the loosening of domestic business relations and increasing 

openness to foreign partners as touched upon earlier.  

Policies have tried to change the system but the old customs seem to remain and cross-shareholding has not 

decreased significantly (Witt, 2013). In 2018, the government made changes to the corporate governance 

code to break down on cross-shareholding, the pace of change is however very slow and results not unequiv-

ocal (Lewis, 2019).  

In contrast to the Taiwanese government’s emphasis on green investments the Japanese is more modest. 

The Ministry of the Environment largely leaves it to companies to attract RE investments (ENV – Basic Envi-

ronment Plan, 2019 p. 37). The government is actively supporting a market for green finance with the ‘Green 

Bond Guidelines’ (Muraoka, 2019), which were established in 2017 by The Ministry of the Environment in 

order to ensure the market’s integrity and transparency (ENV – Green Bond Guidelines, 2017). Thus, the 

market for green investments in Japan is market-led without state incentives for RE funding or lending.   

14.4.5. Inter-firm relations  
Due to the importance and density of inter-firm relations in Japan, it has previously been referred to as a 

network economy (Witt, 2013) and alliance capitalism (Zhang & Whitley, 2013). The large companies in Japan 

are structured in relationships known as keiretsu. These relationships can be horizontally or vertically orga-

nized but have no ultimate controlling owner (Witt, 2013; Witt & Redding, 2013; Twomey, 2018).  

Central to networks are business groups of horizontal keiretsu. The significance of these horizontal keiretsu 

business groups centered around a bank in the economy today is difficult to measure, where some authors 

say the significance correlating to cross-shareholding is decreasing whilst others suggest the opposite (Witt, 

2013). Vertical keiretsu exist within horizontal keiretsu where a company depends on a vertically integrated 
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chain of networked companies (Twomey, 2018). The vertical keiretsu networks of production have gained 

prominence partly due to the large automotive sector in Japan, which requires large vertical network of dif-

ferent component and material suppliers (Witt, 2013; Twomey, 2018).  

R&D consortia is another type of network (Witt, 2013). It establishes links between companies within an 

industry or related industries throughout a project lasting for a number of years. A government-association-

industry nexus fosters another type of relationships which increase knowledge sharing and relations between 

government and industry as well as between firms. (Witt, 2013). 

Japan is a relationship-oriented culture and interpersonal trust with friends and family is high (Witt, 2013; 

Meyer, 2016). The trust in people met for the first time is rather low with 70% either having little or no trust 

in new people (WVS – JP, 2010). Trust is, as in Taiwan, relationship-based (Meyer, 2016). The Japanese culture 

also stems from Confucianism, thus it shares many similarities with Taiwanese culture. The culture pays great 

respect to hierarchy, and the importance of matching a business partner’s rank in meetings is important as 

well as the importance of shaking the highest ranked person’s hand first (Meyer, 2016 p. 133). The im-

portance of harmony and to save face, also prevails in Japanese culture as it does in Taiwanese. Business 

negotiations and decision-making tend to be very long, which is also due the Japanese ringi system, which is 

elaborated on in the next section.  

The cultural importance of relationships and social capital also, to some extent, works as an institutional 

substitute for formal institutions. The legal system is not the primary tool for institutional trust but rather 

social pressure. In Japan, disputes seldom end in lawsuits, instead ‘’… the networked nature of Japanese 

society facilitates the flow of information about breaches of trust, which in turn can trigger sanctions such as 

ostracism or the withholding of contracts or information’’ (Witt, 2013, p. 113).  

Japan ranks as number 8 on the state of cluster development, thus slightly lower than Taiwan (WEF – GCI JP, 

n.d.; WEF – GCI TW, n.d.). The government is actively promoting cluster development in various sectors 

(JETRO, 2017; EU-JP – Cluster, n.d.). Some clusters focus on environment and sustainability though the focus 

is wide. For instance, the Kawasaki Green Innovation Cluster is the cluster located closest to the Choshi pro-

ject (JETRO, 2017), however this cluster has no focus on OWE, but rather water management and hydrogen 

technology is in the front seat (KGI, n.d.).  

14.4.6. Employee relations 
As mentioned earlier, employment tenure in Japan is usually very long, and commonly the employee’s age 

relates to wage and hierarchical position due to employees being recruited directly after graduation (Witt, 

2013). Hierarchy is important but Japanese decision-making is very different to other hierarchical cultures as 
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it is based on participation and consensus among multiple stakeholders, due to the ringi system (Meyer, 

2016; Witt, 2013). The ringi system is hierarchical and consensual and builds on a bottom up hierarchical 

participatory process of decision-making. Lower level managers and colleagues are informally conversing 

prior to decision-making in order to build consensus, called preparing the roots. After this, lower level man-

agers pass on a ringisho, which is a proposal document, to the hierarchical level above where it must reach 

consensus before being moved up the hierarchical ladder where the same process takes place until it reaches 

top management (Meyer, 2016). The consensual nature of the ringi system does make decision-making slow 

on many occasions due to the number of people and hierarchical levels involved. Though reaching a decision 

can be rather time consuming, the implementation of the decision is often quick due to the consensus 

reached on all levels (Meyer, 2016). 

The extent of delegation is medium-high and places Japan amongst the average Anglo-Saxon countries (Witt, 

2013; Witt & Redding, 2013) but lower than Denmark (WEF – GCI JP, n.d.; WEF – GCI DK, n.d.). The Japanese 

put great emphasis on the Confucian value of harmony, thus avoidance of losing face and confrontation is of 

the utmost importance and a good meeting is when a decision that was already agreed upon before gets 

officially approved (Witt, 2013; Meyer, 2016). Hence, though consensus building and authority delegation 

are central to the employee relations and limit managers’ action capacity, one must also pay great attention 

to the process of reaching decisions.  

14.4.7. VoC Conclusion of Japan 
Japan is clearly a developed country and enabled to adapt its energy mix towards OWE. The level of corrup-

tion is consequently also quite low. Furtherly, the government has set long-term targets for RE and has a 

subsidy regime for RESs in place.  

The industrial relations inspire information sharing and fosters both inter-firm and government dialogue and 

employee tenure is very long. Skills acquisition relies largely on on-the-job training. The educational system 

has a rather general approach to skillset building with most students choosing a generic educational track 

where graduation indicates a person’s learning abilities. The capital market is bank-led and affected heavily 

by relationships where large banks often sit at the center of a keiretsu. Funds are allocated with a long-term 

focus and influenced by relationships and often also cross-shareholding between the bank and a given cor-

poration. The market for green finance is market-based and industry-driven. The inter-firm relations in Japan 

consist of close relations between companies consisting of employees with long-term labor contracts sharing 

information. There are different types of inter-firm relations, but the keiretsu business groups are the most 

dominant. The keiretsu have strong relational and information-sharing ties which are furtherly enhanced due 

to cross-shareholding in many cases, however without a single entity enjoying ultimate power. Corporations 
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also have a close relationship with the government, furtherly fostering information sharing and knowledge 

transfer. Confucianism affects the relations between firms. Achieving trust is vital and rather relationship-

based. Hierarchy is highly valued as is the importance of sustaining harmony. Inter-firm relations are of such 

high importance that they to some extent substitute for formal institutions, as the social reputation of com-

panies is vital and breaching trust will hurt the company due to sanctions by other actors.  Employee relations 

in Japan are embedded in the hierarchical yet participatory ringi system where the action capacity of top 

executives is limited due to the enforced consensus mechanism. A range of stakeholders are thus included 

in decision making but decision-making can be quite time-consuming. Decisions are often made based on 

prior agreements before a meeting than at a meeting as discussions are avoided due to the fear of losing face 

and the importance of sustaining harmony, where the level of authority and hierarchical rank is dependent 

on seniority.  

14.5. VoC comparison of Taiwan and Japan 
Comparing the VoC analysis of Taiwan and Japan highlights similarities as well as differences in institutional 

aspects and relations of their political economies. A number of the institutional structures are highlighted 

below, as they have strategic impact and should be incorporated in Ørsted’s strategy for Japan. 

Approach to RE The government of Japan has less focus on their developmental role to RE and a 

more pragmatic approach to its energy mix with a focus on cost limitation and 

environmental concerns largely in matters of CO2 with the return of nuclear en-

ergy.   

Developmental ap-

proach 

The government of Taiwan is more developmental than that of Japan and policies 

are more coordinated. In Japan, the steel industry is a special case as the govern-

ment has historically had a developmental role.  

Approach to foreign 

direct investments 

and trade 

Taiwan is and has historically been very open to foreign trade, which is also evident 

in their approach to RE industry development. Japan has historically been a more 

closed country but are opening up more.  

Industrial relations The industrial relations in Japan foster information sharing, not only horizontally, 

but also vertically with political stakeholders. 

Vocational training 

and education  

The lifetime employment fosters highly firm-specific skills and correlates seniority 

with hierarchical position, which is not as evident in Taiwan.    

Corporate govern-

ance 

Capital allocation is relationship based in both countries. In Japan the keiretsu 

group influences allocation providing favorable access to capital from one main 

bank, where the bank market in Taiwan is fragmented and largely state-owned.  

Inter-firm relations Close inter-firm relations prevail in both countries. In Taiwan, large family business 

groups and networks prevail, and these families also have strong political ties. In 

Japan, the keiretsu define inter-firm relation with strong collaboration and cross-

shareholding within groups.                                                        Continues on next page 
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Confucianism prevails in both countries and affect inter-firm relations greatly em-

phasizing trust and social reputation, which can act as a substitute for formal insti-

tutions. Respecting hierarchy and face are important.   

Employee relations The ringi system and medium-high level of authority delegation in Japan differs 

greatly to the top-down management in Taiwan and the inner-circle.  

Table 13: Varieties of Capitalism Comparison Taiwan and Japan 

The above listed elements affect the strategy of Ørsted. In order to develop a strategy for Japan, the differ-

ences and similarities between the institutional settings should be noted linking to Ørsted’s ability to repli-

cate and standardize their approach. The importance of keiretsu will affect Ørsted greatly due to the part-

nership goal with TEPCO. The political economy of Japan and its institutions will greatly shape the govern-

ments approach to a coming auction and how Ørsted is to develop their supply chain and build relations.  

In the following section, the findings from the firm-based view, the industry-based view and the institution-

based view will be discussed in order to conduct Ørsted’s strategy in Japan. Firstly, the findings will seek to 

explain how Ørsted’s venture has been influenced by the underlying structures in Taiwan found in the anal-

ysis. This will serve as a predictive element to Japan, where the underlying structures have been analyzed 

and can help predict the environment’s influence on Ørsted. Lastly, these findings will enable me to build a 

strategy for Ørsted in Japan, due to the insights gained from Taiwan and the external environment in Japan, 

as well as Ørsted’s ability to absorb and internalize their experiential learnings for exploitation.  

 

15. Discussion  
In this section I will discuss how Ørsted’s experiences in Taiwan can be explained on the basis of the under-

lying internal and external factors of Ørsted. Secondly, I will discuss what can be expected of the external 

environment in Japan based on the analysis of the external conditions in Japan. Finally, I will answer the 

research question and develop a strategy for how Ørsted can navigate in this environment to maximize their 

success, based on the experiences from Taiwan.  

Firstly, it should be emphasized that Ørsted wants to make Taiwan the regional HQ, thus the number of 

employees in Japan will be limited as the office in Taipei will serve as a substitute to some extent. As indicated 

by Anders Windahl, it is easy to travel to meetings from Taipei to Tokyo. The level of education in Taiwan is 

high while the average wages per person in Taiwan are around one-third of Danish wages (Le, 2019; DST, 

n.d.) which are further incentives for the organizational setup. Due to the integration in Taiwan, Ørsted have 

gained a range of experiences which serve as valuable learnings for other situations, though the level of 

integration in Japan will not be the same. 
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15.1. Understanding Ørsted’s experiences in Taiwan 
As evident in the analysis, the desire for developing OWE is clearly high due to environmental reasons, nu-

clear phase-out, energy import dependence, and mountainous landscapes, which are likely to have improved 

Ørsted’s bargaining power and ability as an institutional entrepreneur. Furtherly, due to the fact that the 

government of Taiwan had no prior OWE experience and there is no nearby country from which the govern-

ment can seek inspiration, Ørsted might have had easier access to becoming an institutional entrepreneur 

based on their internal capabilities and helped by their image. Ørsted’s Taiwan venture has followed the first 

two phases of internationalization (Jonsson & Foss, 2011) i.e. exploration in regard to the Formosa 1 followed 

by exploitation with the Changhua projects. The strategy for Japan will pay attention to what elements should 

be replicated and what should adapted. The government’s highly coordinated developmental approach to 

RE industry promotion has furtherly increased the government’s demand for OWE and Ørsted’s industry 

know-how. Thus, Ørsted’s abilities as an institutional entrepreneur should not be considered applicable eve-

rywhere nor generalized, as the specific institutional setting of Taiwan has allowed for great bargaining power 

of OWE developers due to high demand from Taiwan and the government’s lacking experience. It was evident 

that the government initially was seeking to decrease the FiT more than it was in the end, but the government 

were not willing to withdraw from negotiations, hence even though the government enjoys immense power 

as stated in the industry analysis it is still that the demand for OWE is strong.   

The government’s strongly coordinative behavior is evident in many policy areas collaborating to foster RE 

industry development in Taiwan. This is visible in the spectrum of LCRs, which not only applies for the direct 

product sourcing of components but furtherly entails financial sourcing directly and encourages educational 

engagement from Ørsted. These underlying structures can help explain why Ørsted’s capital sourcing is al-

most solely from domestic banks and why they invest in educational projects. Also, the direct LCRs on capital 

sourcing have likely been influenced by the state-ownership of banks.  

Most central to the LCRs in Taiwan has been the procurement of components and establishment of a domes-

tic supply chain incorporating domestic manufacturers and stakeholders with no OWE experience. This was 

of great concern to Ørsted but is going remarkably well as explained earlier. Ørsted learned that the ‘supply 

chain follows’ (Appendix 2) when entering a market. Ørsted should be careful with this expectation, as it does 

not reflect the institutional significance of especially inter-firm and government relations in Taiwan. These 

guanxi networks are likely to have been an underlying reason for Ørsted’s ease of building a supply chain as 

the government directly recommended specific suppliers or imposed monopoly through LCRs. Based on the 

VoC analysis, it can be assumed that the government and the recommended companies have a relationship. 

As Ørsted representatives went to Taiwan in 2014, it can be assumed that they have established a trusted 
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relationship with the government, which has served as a facilitating factor for the establishment of the supply 

chain.  

The positive experience regarding teaching domestic companies and the ease of linking these novices to in-

cumbents can be related to networks and the cultural institution of guanxi and Confucian influence. As Ørsted 

has established trust with the government and the government has close relationships with domestic com-

panies, then domestic companies are likely to trust Ørsted. Such trust improves negotiations and coordina-

tion, and as Ørsted have used incumbent suppliers from their network who Ørsted trusts, due to the tasks 

they have performed in the past, then the Taiwanese novices are likely to have an extent of trust with incum-

bents as they both have a relationship with Ørsted.  

The Confucian culture’s respect for hierarchy might also have had a positive effect on the incumbent-novice 

relationship, with the novice showing great respect and obedience, as the novice’s rank is lower and to some 

extent to be compared with that of a subordinate to the incumbent. Furtherly, the educational and techno-

logical level in general is high, which has had a positive effect across the whole supply chain regarding the 

production quality. The fear of losing face is likely to have increased the novices’ motivation additionally.  

As Ørsted has been present in Taiwan for some years and had contact with the government for longer, it can 

be assumed that they have established a trust-based relationship with the government. This also means, that 

trust might not be as task-based – relating to Ørsted’s track record and reputation – as has hitherto been 

assumed. Thus, Ørsted’s capabilities as an institutional entrepreneur might be significantly due to relational 

trust rather than task-based trust.    

15.1.1. Underlying structures of significance 
Hence, there may be a range of underlying structures in Taiwan that have shaped the case of Ørsted. The 

high demand for OWE industry building and the coordinate state nature in Taiwan is likely to have increased 

Ørsted abilities as an institutional entrepreneur. Furtherly, the developmental role of the state and its strong 

coordination may have affected the width of LCRs to also affect financial sourcing and encourage educational 

engagement from Ørsted. The supply chain may have followed due to Ørsted’s ability to build trust with the 

government, which due to guanxi and Confucianism has enabled network building because of the close inter-

firm and government-firm relations in the economy. Furtherly, Confucianism and the respect for hierarchy is 

likely to have improved coordination in the relationship between incumbent and novice suppliers.  
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15.2. Predictions for the external environment in Japan 
The Japanese government is less developmental and coordinated while having a more pragmatic and cost-

focus approach to electricity production than Taiwan. Thus, the VoC would assume that LCRs in Japan’s up-

coming tender will not be as extensive as in Taiwan, yet the LCRs expected in Japan are probably at least as 

high as in Taiwan.  

One explanation for this, is the immense power of the government, which will impose LCRs as the govern-

ment of Japan follows the industry trend from Taiwan. However, Alfonso Ma-Tay only referred to the supply 

chain of metal components where the Japanese government has historically taken a more developmental 

role due to the metal industry’s sunset status, which can help explain the LCRs. As MHI Vestas do not have 

production in Japan it is unlikely that LCRs will include turbines. It is also unlikely, that the LCRs will be as 

‘wide’ in Japan regarding educational investments and capital sourcing with the government not being as 

developmental and coordinated.  

As the industry coordinates the political economy of Japan to a greater extent it is likely that the business 

sector will affect Ørsted more directly. With Ørsted and TEPCO having signed the MoU, the keiretsu of TEPCO 

will most likely affect Ørsted’s strategy regarding which bank to source capital from and what companies to 

include in the supply chain.   

The importance on inter-firm networks and Confucianism will affect Ørsted in Japan. Interpersonal trust and 

social reputation are of high importance in Japan. The vitality of reputation and the fear of losing face will 

mean that new suppliers in Japan will do their utmost - as they did in Taiwan - to live up to the expectations, 

which is likely to ease coordination and inevitably the success of the process. However, as the political econ-

omy of Japan is more ‘closed’ than that of Taiwan, there is a chance that domestic companies may be less 

open to collaboration with foreign companies.  

Due to the fear of losing face there is a potential threat of suppliers not expressing if they are incapable of 

meeting demands, as was experienced in Taiwan. However, this issue in Taiwan was also largely due to the 

government ‘finding’ a supplier for Ørsted. As the government is less coordinative in Japan, the same process 

is less likely, and Ørsted can be expected to be more in charge. However, as the keiretsu of TEPCO will affect 

Ørsted such issues can occur as it will be expected to deal with keiretsu members preferentially.  

Anders Windahl and Alfonso Ma-Tay both expressed how open discussions and hierarchy are central in ne-

gotiations. Furtherly, decision-making of Taiwanese counterparts required patience and how they faced dif-

ficulties understanding how close to an agreement they were. The respect for hierarchy and conflict avoid-

ance will apply for Japan, but with the ringi system in Japan the processes are likely to be even longer and 
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less transparent. Due to the bottom-up hierarchical structure of decision-making and the importance of con-

sensus building in the organization, negotiations are to move at a slower pace, but it will also be difficult for 

Ørsted to directly influence as there is not ‘one’ decision-maker and the initial decision-making process might 

start beneath the top manager level.  

Based on the OWE market development in Taiwan it can be presumed that the competitive environment will 

be more intense in Japan. As evident in Taiwan, and globally, new companies are entering the industry with 

both Taiwanese and Japanese companies being active in Taiwan, largely through partnerships which will de-

velop these companies’ capabilities. In addition, as Taiwan has proven to be a feasible OWE market, having 

similar geographic conditions to Japan, the skepticism towards OWE development will be small.  

It is likely that the FiT will be squeezed in Japan, both due to the competitive environment but also due to 

the government’s focus on keeping energy prices low and less on developing an industry.  

15.2.1. The external conditions in Japan 

Hence, as the government of Japan is more cost focused and the industry rivalry is intensifying competition 

is likely to be fierce in Japan. LCRs are expected to look like those in Taiwan regarding the procurement of 

components. Ørsted’s capital procurement and supply chain are likely to be influenced by the keiretsu of 

TEPCO. Cultural structures such as Confucianism will affect Ørsted as will the ringi system.  

 

15.3. Developing a strategy for Japan based on the venture in Taiwan  
As the tender in Japan is expected during 2020, Ørsted’s pre-tender strategy is already active in Japan and 

has been for many years – as the first correspondence can be traced back to 2012 – where Ørsted and Danish 

actors have actively promoted OWE wind energy (Appendix 2). Ørsted can replicate much of their strategy 

from Taiwan in this pre-tender phase, also regarding shaping the tender framework, but in addition leverage 

their newly gained experience, the improved track record and OWE portfolio enlargement from Taiwan to 

increase their power. Thus, the internal enlargement of their resource base increases Ørsted’s capabilities to 

shape the tender in Japan, which should be utilized.  

Ørsted should also utilize the relationship with TEPCO to furtherly enhance Ørsted’s capabilities as an insti-

tutional entrepreneur due to the size of TEPCO and its position in Japan having a relationship with the gov-

ernment. Hence, Ørsted’s relationship with TEPCO can be utilized as an extension of their internal resources 

and capabilities due to the importance of relational trust. TEPCO can thus help open doors for Ørsted in Japan 

and furtherly provide valuable country and market knowledge. Ørsted should utilize this increased impact as 
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an institutional entrepreneur and a trusted advisor to shape the tender framework to their advantage focus-

ing on the size of the OWE park, where Ørsted have a competitive advantage, especially as the competition 

will be intense. Thus, Ørsted can replicate their strategy from Taiwan to shape the tender with an increased 

leverage due to their Taiwan experiences and the relationship with TEPCO.   

The integrated approach of Ørsted’s project stages can be replicated, however requires flexibility as the com-

ing partnership with TEPCO is likely to affect the coordination. As Anders Windahl indicated, TEPCO want all 

of Ørsted’s know-how and Ørsted is not willing to give away all their secrets (Appendix 1). The division of 

tasks between Ørsted and TEPCO is not decided (Appendix 2) but Ørsted will likely be focused on the tech-

nical tasks of the Choshi project, while TEPCO will be more involved in tasks requiring country specific 

knowledge. Ørsted will remain a one-stop shop for the Japanese government also limiting add-on costs along 

the value chain, but the partnership might have a negative impact on the decision-making process and pace. 

This is due to the increase of stakeholders in the process and the fact that Ørsted will actively seek to keep 

business secrets. Furtherly, as the decision-making in Japan is slow in general, these factors can potentially 

have a negative impact on Ørsted’s integrated approach. The integrated approach will remain a competitive 

advantage in Japan as Ørsted remains a one-stop shop but is likely to be less beneficial than in Taiwan due 

to the challenges of coordination. Internalizing their experiential learnings from Taiwan will furtherly improve 

the building process in Japan’s natural conditions due to their similarity with those in Taiwan.  

With the LCRs for component procurement in Japan expected to be rather similar to those met in Taiwan, 

Ørsted will be able to replicate the strategy of tying a novice Japanese company to an industry incumbent. 

Furtherly, now that Ørsted have enhanced their supplier-base due to the LCRs in Taiwan, it enables them to 

choose between coupling ‘global’ incumbent suppliers or Taiwanese suppliers with the novice Japanese sup-

plier and choose the most favorable option. Hence, Ørsted should transfer the experiential knowledge from 

Taiwan and utilize their enlarged network based on these experiences to construct the supply chain in Japan.  

The cost disadvantages of LCR can be expected to be less severe in Japan compared to Taiwan. Based on 

experiential learning it can be expected that the teaching process will be more effective in Japan based on 

the learnings from Taiwan – especially if employing incumbent ‘teachers’ with experience from Taiwan to 

carry out these tasks in Japan, thus enabling a cost decrease compared to Taiwan. Secondly, Japan is a larger 

country with a very large skilled steel industry, which inevitably increases the amount of potential domestic 

suppliers and thus prevent Ørsted from repeating the experience of sourcing a component from a monopoly 

supplier lacking capacity. Hence, supplier competition for metal constructions is likely to be higher thus de-

creasing costs.  
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Ørsted should develop the supply chain respecting the keiretsu of TEPCO and thus pursue inclusion of these 

in the project. TEPCO is part of the Dai-Ichi Kangyo keiretsu group together with Hitachi, Kawasaki Heavy 

Industries and Kobe Steel to name a few companies (Clements, 2014). Utilizing these production companies’ 

capabilities is a good opportunity for Ørsted. Leveraging on Ørsted’s relationship with TEPCO and the im-

portance of the keiretsu combined with the fear of losing face and the economic opportunity it can be ex-

pected that these companies will be highly motivated to deliver their upmost. Secondly, as the keiretsu is a 

collaborative structure it is unlikely that these suppliers will seek to squeeze Ørsted’s margins. Hence, even 

if suppliers will gain high supplier power due to LCRs, the keiretsu can diminish the normal effect of increased 

price.  

Thus, Ørsted can replicate the strategy of training domestic companies by coupling them with incumbents 

and due to the utilization of experiential learning and the keiretsu network it is likely that the costs will be 

lower than in Taiwan. TEPCO and Ørsted’s relationship will build trust in these relationships.  

If a component is either unavailable in Japan or not governed by LCRs, then Ørsted can utilize their newly 

developed supplier network in Taiwan, which geographically has the advantage of limiting transport costs to 

Japan. Thus, Ørsted have improved the strategic options independent of the outcome regarding LCRs and 

keiretsu demands.  

The strategy for capital sourcing must be adapted quite significantly for Japan compared to Taiwan. Due to 

the keiretsu affiliation Ørsted should seek capital from Mizuho Financial the world’s 17th largest company 

measured in assets (Forbes – MF, 2019). Hence, by utilizing the network of TEPCO, Ørsted have great access 

to finance. No matter the outcome of LCRs the finance strategy should focus on Mizuho Financial.  

Thus, even though a partnership with TEPCO might cause coordinative challenges to Ørsted’s integrated ap-

proach, the strategy should aim to enter a binding partnership with TEPCO due to the project area access it 

provides, the doors it opens to government stakeholders and the beneficial access to suppliers and capital it 

enables.   

Cultural awareness and adaptation are essential for Ørsted’s strategy in Japan. Ørsted will be able to utilize 

the mutual relationship with TEPCO to establish trust with the potential suppliers in the keiretsu. Ørsted can 

use the learnings from Taiwan and assume these suppliers to stand by their word to not lose face. The avoid-

ance of conflict will be reflected in meetings as they were in Taiwan and an actor’s ‘word’ can be as important 

as a signed agreement. Learning from these cultural experiences in Taiwan will enable Ørsted to operate 

better and faster in Japan. It does however also imply the risk of counterparts not standing forward if they 

are unable to keep their word, as experienced in Taiwan. To avoid this, it seems the key is to prevent putting 
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pressure or expectations on the supplier from the start, as that company might either not want to disappoint 

and hence make a promise, they are not able to keep or the supplier might overestimate own abilities. 

Transferring and absorbing experiential learnings from communication in Taiwan will be essential for the 

general success in meetings and negotiations due to the cultural similarities originating from Confucianism. 

In order to assure the correct behavior respecting hierarchy and face, Ørsted should utilize employees who 

have gained these experiential learnings in Taiwan and have the required hierarchical position.  

Though many cultural elements are replicable to a great extent, Ørsted must adapt to the ringi system’s 

impact on business negotiation, which is likely to slow down decision making. Furtherly, it will make the 

decision-making process less transparent.  

16. Conclusion 
This thesis has through examination, analysis and discussion of internal and external factors of Ørsted sought 

to suggest how the venture of Ørsted in Taiwan can prove advantageous when developing the strategy for 

Taiwan. To achieve this purpose different firm-, industry- and institution-specific factors have been adopted 

and adapted using already existing theories in the strategy-tripod. The thesis has been directed by the re-

search question: 

How can Ørsted use the venture in Taiwan to develop a strategy for Japan? 

The case of Ørsted’s venture in Taiwan and analysis of their resources and capabilities serves as an exposed 

case and has uncovered the core business and business objectives of Ørsted and how these different re-

sources and capabilities have been utilized, challenged and enhanced due to the experiences in Taiwan. In 

order to fulfill the research purpose, the underlying internal and external factors have been uncovered and 

analyzed in order to predict the factors that will affect Ørsted in Japan.  

Government approach and the political economy have been found to be highly influential for the activities 

and strategy of Ørsted. With the competition expected to be higher in Japan than in Taiwan it is essential for 

Ørsted to leverage on their capabilities as an institutional entrepreneur. Building on the improved track rec-

ord from Taiwan, the learnings and the relationship with TEPCO, Ørsted should influence Japan’s auction 

criteria to focus on size of the OWE project where Ørsted can utilize their internal capabilities and integrated 

approach.   
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With the requirements for inclusion of local content expected in Japan, Ørsted should utilize their experi-

ences from Taiwan to develop a strategy incorporating the coupling of incumbent with novice Japanese com-

pany. Furtherly the cultural learnings with Confucianism in Taiwan should be utilized in their strategic ap-

proach in Japan.  

Ørsted should pursue the ambition of entering into a formal partnership with TEPCO as the relationship en-

ables vital relationships with political and private stakeholders, which is a key success factor for the strategy 

and thereby the venture in Japan. With the significance and importance of inter-firm relations in Japan, the 

strategy of Ørsted will include great attention to the Dai-Ichi Kangyo keiretsu in regard to capital sourcing 

and supply chain building. Based on the cultural learnings Ørsted should utilize the experiential learnings 

with Confucianism from Taiwan to improve their coordination in Japan, emphasizing the importance of trust 

and hierarchy but also adapting to the ringi system’s effect.   
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18. Appendices 
 

18.1. Appendix 1: Interview Guide – Anders Windahl 
Due to non-disclosure agreement the transcript is not published. 

18.1.1. Interview with Anders Windahl 25.June 2019 
 Starting with presentation by Anders Windahl 

 Er local content nogle krav der er fastlagt på forhånd eller er det nogen de siger til jer privat?  

 Okay, så det er ikke bare en budkrig over hvem der har den laveste levelized cost of electricity? 

 Er det sådan at der bliver mindre local content jo mere modnet markedet er? Har det været sådan i 

Europa tidligere også?  

 Så det er mere fordi det er gået op for dem, at de har muligheden?  

 Omkring magtfordelingen i Taiwan. Hvor meget er så bestemt centralt bestemt og hvor meget er 

ude i provinsen? Som jeg kunne forstå, så er der nogle ting som local skal give permission til og så 

er der nogle ting som bliver bestemt centralt af regeringen i Taiwan mht. tilladelser osv.  

 Hvad gør man så?  

 Okay, er det så en anden i Taiwan?  

 Jeg har læst lidt omkring fundamenter og tektoniske plader. Er det noget der har indflydelse speci-

fikt på Taiwan? Altså at der er jordskælvsfare, er det anderledes hvad i gør?  

o Så det er monopiles? 

 Hvordan er det, når der er så meget vind, hvordan så mht. til blades?  

o Så de drejer overhovedet ikke?  

o Men under tyfonen står de helt stille? 

 Da aftalen ikke blev skrevet under til første deadline, var det fordi at der ikke var styr på det imel-

lem central regeringen og provinsen, eller var det fordi i troede at der var styr på nogle ting, som 

der så ikke var? For jeg har læst vage ting rundt omkring.  

 Hvor ligger den cap i forhold til hvad i regner med at producere, altså er det sådan at i kommer over 

den?  

 I forbindelse med den feed-in-tariff, der var to valgmuligheder der var differentieret hvor i fik et 

beløb de første 10 år og så en anden de næste 10, eller en fast for 20 år. Er det noget i har valgt, og 

er der nogle plus og minus ved det? 

 Så har jeg lidt mere åbne spørgsmål. Hvad er den største eller de største udfordringer mht. Taiwan, 

også helt fra starten og om Formosa har hjulpet jer?  

 Havde i forventet det på forhånd, med hensyn til så skarpe krav omkring local content?  

 Derude, har i så ansat folk til at forbedre den overgang mellem de to kulturer?  

o Ja, men er der også folk fra den lokale befolkning?  
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 Vi har snakket lidt om suppliers, men hvor svære er de konstruktioner de skal lave? Jeg tænker, at 

når de ikke har nogen erfaringer for det, og der så kommer local content, og de så skal bygge noget 

til en vindmølle. Har de overhovedet kapacitet og viden?  

 Jeg læste, at der er mange af de bedste til at bygge turbiner som faktisk er i Kina, er det noget som 

overhovedet er med i overvejelserne som suppliers til jer, eller kigger i primært på Siemens og Ve-

stas?  

 Hvor langt kan man transportere komponenter til vindmøller? 

 Så hvis der ikke var local content? 

o Og så transportere dem?  

 Jeg har lige et spørgsmål, som er inde under operations. Når i nu bygger den første del af parken 1 

og 2a, og i så får 3 og 4, kan man så bruge offshore substations, altså kan man bare plugge det ind 

til den samme, kan den kapere det, altså hvor meget skal man bygge nyt? Altså mht economies of 

scale.  

o Hvad er HV? 

 Det leder lidt til mit sidste spørgsmål, som er meget åbent, og det er, hvad er det Ørsted gør bedre 

end konkurrenterne, som gør at i vinder auktioner eller tenders?  

 Hvem er jeres største konkurrenter, og er de primært europæiske?  

 Jeg har også set, at konkurrenter er begyndt med flydende turbiner, er det noget i har kig på?  

 Men er det så noget i sidder og udvikler her?  

 I Taiwan, der så jeg at i også lavede et form for partnership omkring batteriudvikling. Var det en del 

af local content?  

 Tror du det kommer til at være en del af budrunder fremadrettet, altså at man levere en større 

pakke end bare en offhore park? 

 

 

18.2. Appendix 2: Interview Guide – Alfonso Ma-Tay 
Due to non-disclosure agreement the transcript is not published. 

18.2.1. Interview with Alfonso Ma-Tay 12. July 2019 
 Regarding country assessment, what parameters do you look at in a country when deciding 

whether it is interesting or not? 

 How developed does a country need to be in terms of infrastructure and electricity grid, and is it 

something that you can provide as part of your solution or do they need to meet a certain standard 

before? 

 Regarding natural conditions, now you mentioned mountains, what about wind speed, what is the 

optimal wind speed if there is such a thing and how much does the wind matter?  

 Regarding production, is it mostly the wind or the grid operator which determines how much you 

can produce?  

 Regarding the assessment of areas. In Japan, TEPCO already made that assessment of the area, is it 

normal that they do it for you or do you do it yourselves sometimes?  

 Local content requirement – Anders talked about its difficulties in Taiwan - is it something that you 

know beforehand when you assess a country? – Does the country explicitly say ‘’you have to source 

this locally’’ or is it something that is discussed with the developer?  
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 So then it is just competition and you do not know what the others are planning? 

 When a government chooses the winner, it is not only the cost of electricity but also just as much 

almost depending on the local content?  

 Are the local content requirements generally higher in the developing markets? 

 Regarding the countries that are not experienced in renewable energy and offshore wind, are there 

different advantages and disadvantages with these countries? My thought is that if they lack expe-

rience they might be more open to listen someone like Ørsted who has experience.  

 When you look at a country, do you then also think about a supply chain beforehand, for instance 

in Taiwan where they didn’t have producers already. Do you then look at for instance metal compa-

nies and think they might be able to produce this, or is it something the government brings forward 

that you should or could use these producers because they have expertise?  

 Is it very difficult to learn to make for the producers who are not familiar with them?  

 Do you know the quality beforehand, is it always obvious, or is there a possibility that you in 10 

years find out, that what they build is just not up to the standard?  

 How does culture and language affect your assessment? From what I heard from Anders, he said 

that culture is one of his biggest challenges in Taiwan in terms of losing face and so on. Do you 

think about that when you assess a market?  

 And it is not something that has slowed down the process? In for instance in Taiwan, now that they 

have to learn, are they then afraid to lose face? Now that you said that they have to learn from 

global players, so that hasn’t been an issue there?  

 Do you think that Ørsted is getting better at this?  

 So I guess that also builds mutual trust? 

 

 Regarding new markets, do you, before they open an auction, do you then lobby in that country? 

Do you have people out there talking with governments to promote you?  

 The countries which are least developed, do you see that reflected in the final auction then?  

 So they are a marketing tool for you? 

 Regarding feed-in-tariff levels. Do Ørsted and other developers also have a say in that? I have read 

that the Taiwanese government were actually going to cut the feed-in-tariff level by more than 

what they actually did, and that was because Ørsted and other developers had said that it would 

not be feasible for us to do the project if you cut it by that much.  

 Does it make any difference to you in assessing a country that they have this structure or what sub-

sidy regime they have, or is it something that you like culture will somehow just learn to deal with?  

 So you sometimes work with your competitors? 

 I think we have now covered the questions about country assessment. Anders told me that you 

were working with global support. How do you work across countries with knowledge and so on, 

what is for instance in Taiwan, what is decided here?  

 What about across departments? One thing is having a wind farm offshore, but for instance in the 

UK you also build a storage facility onshore. Is that something you are working with, like combining 

the different areas more?  

 So the next is maybe not an auction where you come with a package combined with different ar-

eas?  

 Do you have any experience with hydrogen?  
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 The experiences from Taiwan, since that is the first country in Asia you’ve entered, can you give 

some examples of how has that changed your approach to new countries, is it primarily cultural or 

is it also regarding natural conditions such as typhoons and earthquakes?  

 Anders told me that the office in Taiwan is already constructed in such a way that it is easy to ex-

pand in size. When you assess Taiwan, and the region, is it then to make Taiwan a hub or a small 

HQ for the region? 

 Will that only be in regard to management or can it also be in terms of supply chain?  

 Do you have a feeling about Japan already and local content requirements, if they are going to be 

as demanding a Taiwan?  

 So the fact that they have local content requirements is not necessarily as hampering for your activ-

ities?  

 So you can sort of predict the local content requirements based on their economy and culture?  

 Regarding partnerships, your partnership model is mentioned when I read through your annual re-

port. How does your partnership model work and how do you decide on different partners?  

 I read that, in Taiwan, you are already planning that you will sell 50% ownership one of the parks, is 

that purely from a risk perspective?  

 When you make a supply chain, how do you find these suppliers? Is it an auction where you tell 

everyone to bid in, of course depending on local content, but if it was a free market, would you 

then just say ‘’we need someone to produce the foundation’’ and then suppliers would just bid in?  

 Anders mentioned that you were not looking at Siemens as a supplier for Taiwan, but then they 

came with an offer that you could not refuse. Why is it you want to use someone instead of some-

one else, is it just based on price?  

 From what I understood from Anders, in the construction of a turbine the whole system depends 

on for instance, and it is not that easy to shift to another supplier for technical reasons. Is that 

something that you think will change over the years, that you will then be able to change more? 

Anders said that, in regard to using Siemens and Vestas, it is difficult to change the whole set-up. 

 So turbines is not usually something that is included in local content requirements? 

 So the technology is the last thing on local content requirements?  

 Regarding the timeline. How long does it from when you start looking at a market and maybe talk 

with the government until you see turbines being constructed or being in function, with Taiwan for 

instance?  

 And they will have tenders or auctions next year?  

 The decision of an office in a foreign market, do you have that in all of your new markets? Is it a 

general thing?  

 When do you make the decision to build an office, is that when you win an auction?  

 Okay, so in Taiwan, how many do you have employed there?  

 How is that decision made, who is send out there, what functions do you need in the country and 

what functions do you keep here?  

 Regarding TEPCO, the memorandum of understanding. What does that imply? It does seem rather 

vague to me. 

 And is that primarily because they had the areas, that you have to enter a partnership or is it also 

seen from a local knowledge perspective that it’s probably advantageous to collaborate?  

 And how does it work, if there is an auction, you win, and you enter a partnership with TEPCO, will 

you then just set up your park as usual and then they will be the buyer or the grid operator?  
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 Then I have some questions regarding the market also globally. Who are your biggest competitors 

and what is the development – are more companies entering the market or how is it?  

 And is it different from Europe to Asia?  

 What about Chinese, or are they mainly just in China?  

 Do you think that will change, do you think they will move outside?  

 Regarding market trends, technology how is it developing?  

 What about Ørsted, is it something you think they will look into?  

 What about legally and subsidy regimes, are they becoming more aligned worldwide or is every 

market sort of for themselves?  

 But it is still the whole package they evaluate?  

 Then I just have my last question, which is more concerning Ørsted. What is it Ørsted does well or 

very good, since you are market leader compared to competitors? What is the core competence, if 

there is one or multiple?  

 Regarding size, is that because of your financial strength? 

 Has Ørsted ever started a project and then pulled out last minute? Sort of what almost happened in 

Taiwan with the standstill.  
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18.3. Appendix 3: Taiwan OWE Projects 
Overview of Taiwan offshore wind farms3  

Project Name Developer(s) Owner(s) MW Ca-
pacity 
and 
number 
of tur-
bines 

Development 
Status and year 
of first power 

Formosa 1 
OWF Phase 1 

Formosa 1 
Wind Power 
Co., Ltd (For-
mosa Wind 
Power Co., 
Ltd) 

Ørsted A/S – 35% 
JERA Power International BV – 32.5% 
Macquarie Capital Group Limited – 25% 
Swancor Renewable Energy – 7.5%  

8 MW 
2 Turbi-
nes  

Fully Commis-
sioned 
First power: 
2017 

Formosa 1 
OWF Phase 2 

Formosa 1 
Wind Power 
Co., Ltd (For-
mosa Wind 
Power Co., 
Ltd) 

Ørsted A/S – 35%, 
JERA Power International BV – 32.5% 
Macquarie Capital Group Limited – 25%, 
and 
Swancor Renewable Energy – 7.5% 

120 MW 
20 Turbi-
nes 

Under Con-
struction 
First Power: 
2019 

Yunlin Off-
shore Wind 
Farm 

WPD Offshore 
GmbH 

WPD Offshore GmbH – 73% and 
Consortium led by Sojitz Corporation Ja-
pan including Chugoku Electric Power 
Co., Inc., Chudenko Corporation, Shikoku 
Electric Power Co., Inc. and JXTG Nippon 
Oil & Energy Corporation – 27% 
 

640 MW 
80 Turbi-
nes 

Pre-Construc-
tion 
First Power: 
2020 

Changhua 
Demonstration 
Offshore Wind 
Farm  

Taiwan Power 
Company 
 
Engineering, 
Procurement, 
Construction 
and Installation 
(EPCI) by: Jan 
de Nul/Hitachi 
Joint Venture  

Taipower – 100%  109.2 
MW 
21 Turbi-
nes 

Pre-Construc-
tion 
First Power: 
2020 

Formosa II Off-
shore Wind 
Farm 

Sea Wind 
Power Co., Ltd. 
(Swancor Indu-
stry Co., Ltd)  

Macquarie Capital Group Limited – 75% 
and 
Swancor Renewable Energy Co., Ltd* – 
25% 

378 MW 
47 Turbi-
nes 

Pre-Construc-
tion 
First power: 
2021 

                                                           
3 Retrieved August 5, 2019 from: https://www.4coffshore.com/windfarms/windfarms.aspx?windfarmId=TW22 

https://www.4coffshore.com/windfarms/windfarms.aspx?windfarmId=TW22
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*Swancor sold 95% of its renewables 
subsidiary to Stonepeak Infrastructure 
Partners on July 31 20194 

Greater Chang-
hua 1 – South 
East Offhore 
Wind Farm 

Greater Chang-
hua Offshore 
Wind Farm SE 
Ltd. (Ørsted 
Taiwan Limi-
ted) 

Ørsted Taiwan Limited – 100% 605.2 
MW 
75 Turbi-
nes 

Pre-Construc-
tion 
First Power: 
2021 

Greater Chang-
hua 2a – South 
West Offshore 
Wind Farm 

Greater Chang-
hua Offshore 
Wind Farm SE 
Ltd. (Ørsted 
Taiwan Limi-
ted) 

Ørsted Taiwan Limited – 100% 294.8 
MW 
37 Turbi-
nes 

Pre-Construc-
tion 
First Power: 
2021 
 

Hai Long 2A Hai Long II 
Wind Power 
Co., Ltd. (Yu-
shan Energy 
PTE. Ltd.) 

Northland Power, Inc. – 60% and 
Yushan Energy* – 40% 
 
*Mitsui bought 50% of Yushan’s stake 

300 MW Consent Aut-
horised 
First Power: 
2024 

ZhongNeng – 
phase 1 Off-
shore Wind 
Farm 

The Power 
Generation 
Co., Ltd 

China Steel Corporation, 
Taiwan Life Insurance Co., Ltd., 
Diamond Generating Asia, Limited 
(Mitsubishi Corporation), and 
Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners 

300 MW Consent Aut-
horised 
First Power: 
2024 
 

Xidao – phase 
1 Offshore 
Wind Farm 

Copenhagen 
Infrastructure 
Partners 
 
EPCI by: CSBC 
Corporation, 
Taiwan 
 
 

Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners and 
Taiwan Life Insurance 

48 MW Consent Aut-
horised 
First Power: 
2024 

Changfang – 
phase 1 Off-
shore Wind 
Farm 

Changfang 
Wind Power 
Generation 
Co., Ltd. (Tai-
wan Genera-
tions Corpora-
tion) 
 
EPCI by: CSBC 
Corporation, 
Taiwan  

Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners and 
Taiwan Life Insurance 

100 MW 
11 Turbi-
nes 

Consent Aut-
horised 
First Power: 
2021 

                                                           
4 https://www.rechargenews.com/wind/1831151/pioneering-taiwanese-offshore-developer-sold-to-us-investment-
firm  

https://www.rechargenews.com/wind/1831151/pioneering-taiwanese-offshore-developer-sold-to-us-investment-firm
https://www.rechargenews.com/wind/1831151/pioneering-taiwanese-offshore-developer-sold-to-us-investment-firm
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Changfang – 
phase 2 Off-
shore Wind 
Farm 

Changfang 
Wind Power 
Generation 
Co., Ltd. (Tai-
wan Genera-
tions Corpora-
tion) 
 
EPCI by: CSBC 
Corporation, 
Taiwan  

Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners and 
Taiwan Life Insurance 

452 MW 
50 Turbi-
nes 

Consent Aut-
horised  
First Power: 
2023 
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18.4. Appendix 4: Ørsted Company overview 
History  

In 1973, the Danish government formed DONG (Dansk Olie og Naturgas A/S, meaning Danish Oil and Natural 

Gas)  as a response to the oil crisis and  become less dependent on imports of fossil fuels and instead harvest 

the Danish reserves of oil and gas in the North Sea (Ørsted – History, n.d.). The government approved selling 

DONG and in June 2016, DONG becomes listed on the stock exchange, with the Danish government as ma-

jority shareholder (Gormsen, 2017). 

In 2017, DONG decided to divest completely from black energy sources and instead focus entirely on green 

energy. The goal is that all power plants must be completely coal-free in 2023 and later sell all oil and gas 

production. This transition will lead to a 96% decrease in the company’s CO2 emissions in 2023 compared to 

2006 (Ørsted – History, n.d.).  

Late 2017, DONG changed its name as the name’s origin from oil and gas was deemed unfitting for the com-

pany’s green profile, and thus became Ørsted A/S. The name origins from the scientist Hans Christian Ørsted 

who’s discovery of electromagnetism in 1820 link to the basic principle for how wind turbines produce power 

today (Ørsted – name change, 2017).  

Business areas 

After changing their strategic approach to focus on green energy Ørsted’s biggest focus is on OWE. Other 

smaller business units are focusing on onshore wind, solar and storage, bioenergy, and markets (Ørsted – 

Our Business, n.d.). Ørsted decided to sell its Danish distribution business unit in 2019 (Vilsbøll, 2019).  

Since Ørsted’s and the world’s first offshore park in Vindeby in 1991, the OWE business area has become the 

core business of Ørsted both regarding current revenue flow and their future investments, with between 

75% to 85% of their total DKK 200 billion capital expenditure for the next five years (Ørsted – Investor Presen-

tation Q3, 2019). Ørsted are currently global market leader within installed OWE capacity. At the end of 2018, 

Ørsted had an installed OWE capacity of 5.6GW and their goal for 2025 is to have 15GW installed. The ma-

jority of their operating parks are in Northern Europe, with the UK being home to most (Ørsted – Annual 

Report, 2019). To meet their own targets, Ørsted have constructed the largest OWE farm, the 1,218MW 

Hornsea 1, in the UK but are also moving outside of Europe with interest in both the U.S. and the Asia-Pacific 

(APAC) region with the Changhua 1 & 2a OWE projects currently under construction in Taiwan (Ørsted – 

Annual Report, 2019; Ørsted – Investor Presentation Q3, 2019).  
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18.5. Appendix 5: Ørsted in Taiwan 
 

In early 2017, DONG Energy (now Ørsted) signed an agreement with the Taiwanese developer Swancor Re-

newable to acquire 35% ownership in the small Formosa 1 OWE project around 6 km off the northwestern 

coast of Taiwan (Ørsted – Formosa 1, 2017). It is the first commercial-scale OWE project in Taiwan where two 

4MW wind turbines were installed late 2016 and completed in April 2017 in the first phase as a demo. In 

April 2018, Ørsted made its final investment decision (FID) on the second phase of the Formosa project ex-

panding it with 120MW. In this project, Ørsted’s involvement is largely in the form of an advisor (Ørsted – 

Formosa 1 phase 2, 2018). Matthias Bausenwein, President for Asia Pacific at Ørsted, said ‘’Through intensive 

engagement with local stakeholders, suppliers, and financial communities, we have shared our expertise and 

at the same time gained valuable insight to prepare us for building large-scale offshore wind farms in the 

Greater Changhua region" (Ørsted – Formosa 1 phase 2, 2018).  

In April 2018, Ørsted won the tender in Taiwan as the Taiwanese Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) 

awarded 900MW of grid capacity for the OWE parks Changhua 1 and Changhua 2a and in June the permission 

to build an additional 920MW OWE through Changhua 2b and Changhua 4 was given, the two latter projects 

have not reached FID yet (Ørsted – FID Changhua 1 & 2a, 2019). In total, Taiwan allocated 5.5GW for eleven 

projects, thus more developers are active and hence winning the tender was not exclusive for Ørsted (off-

shoreWIND – TW Projects, 2018; Appendix 3). Before the Changhua 1 and 2a project could reach FID, Ørsted 

needed to develop their plans further to emphasize the local supply chain though no domestic companies 

had OWE experience (Appendix 2), before being approved by the government in Taiwan (Appendix 1). How-

ever, Ørsted’s plan was not approved in 2018. Anders Windahl said that the government was not satisfied 

with the amount of local content, which Ørsted included in their value chain, and were convinced they could 

do better (Appendix 1). This meant that the project was no longer qualified for the FiT rate of 2018. The 2019 

FiT rate was a 6% price reduction from the 2018 level, and it puts a limit on attainable FiT based on produc-

tion, hence the full FiT will not be available for Ørsted when the park runs optimally (Appendix 1; Ørsted – 

TW FiT, 2019). Hence, the revenue of the whole project was limited and Ørsted needed to include more local 

stakeholders, in a country with no prior commercial OWE experience. This led to a standby in the project, as 

Ørsted had to reevaluate if it was possible to make the project profitable. It was not until April 30, 2019 that 

Ørsted made the FID as the MOEA had approved the local supply chain plan. The Changhua 1 & 2a sites are 

located 35-50 kilometers off Taiwan’s west coast from the Changhua County (Ørsted – FID Changhua 1 & 2a, 

2019). The Changhua 1 and 2a OWE parks are expected to be completed in 2022 (Ørsted – Investor Presen-

tation Q3, 2019).  
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18.6. Appendix 6: Taiwan Auction scoring Criteria 
 

Auction directions and scoring criteria in Taiwan 

 

 

Source: Alfonso Ma-Tay per e-mail.  
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18.7. Appendix 7: Energy mix and targets Taiwan & Japan 
Coal 

Taiwan’s political target is decreasing the amount of coal to 30% by 2025 (MarketLine – TW Power Genera-

tion, 2018). In 2018, 45.5% of the electricity produced in Taiwan was based on coal (BOE – TW structure of 

electricity 2018, n.d.). Japan’s target is to have decreased the amount of coal-generated electricity in their 

energy mix to 26% by 2030, a decrease from 33% in 2017 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018). The substitutional 

threat of coal is thus decreasing in both countries but will not eliminated. 

Natural Gas 

In 2018, natural gas accounted for just short of 35% of Taiwan’s electricity generation (BOE – TW structure 

of electricity 2018, n.d.). The target is to increase the share of natural gas in the energy mix to 50% by 2025 

(MarketLine – TW Power Production, 2018). It can thus be argued that natural gas will substitute the coal 

decrease as it is a convenient transition energy source between coal and RES (MarketLine – Future Power 

Generation, 2018). In Japan, the government will decrease the amount of natural gas in the electricity pro-

duction to account for 27% in 2030 which is a decrease from 40% in 2017 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018), 

hence the two countries are going in opposite directions on this issue.  

Oil 

In 2018, oil was used to generate 4.4% of electricity in Taiwan (BOE – TW structure of electricity 2018, n.d.) 

The government is planning to be rid of oil-fired electricity generation by 2025 (Taipower – Sustainability 

Report, 2018). In Japan, the use of oil will be part of the energy mix in 2030 but will only account for 3% 

decreasing from 9% in 2017 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018)  

Nuclear 

In Taiwan ’’The nuclear-energy-based power-generating facilities shall wholly stop running by 2025’’ (The 

Electricity Act - Article 95, 2017). In 2018, 10% of Taiwan’s electricity was produced by nuclear power (BOE – 

TW structure of electricity 2018, n.d.). In Japan, the plan towards 2030 is quite the opposite. Taiwan’s gov-

ernment mentions the Fukushima accident as a reason for becoming nuclear-free (MOEA, 2017) while the 

Japanese government do not have plans of getting rid of it, but instead increase safety. In Japan, nuclear 

power will account for 20-22% of electricity generation in 2030 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018) increasing from 

3.1% in 2017 (MarketLine – JP Power Production, 2018).  

Hydro Power 

In Taiwan, hydropower accounted for 2.79% of the total electricity produced in 2018 (BOE – Statistics Hand-

book, 2019). Hydropower will not expand more than approximately 50MW towards 2025 (Contact Taiwan, 
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2018). In Japan, hydropower accounts for 7.9% of the total energy production, with a target of expanding to 

reach 8.8-9.2% in 2030 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018). 

Solar PV 

In Taiwan, solar PV accounts for around 22% of the RE generated (BOE – Statistics Handbook, 2019). With 

the goal of having 20% of energy to be generated by RESs by 2025, Taiwan’s government plans to cover 66.3% 

of that with solar power (Executive Yuan – Solar promotion, 2019) with an almost sevenfold capacity growth 

compared to 2018 (Contact Taiwan, 2018). In Japan, solar PV currently accounts for 5.2% of the total energy 

production and planned to reach 7% in 2030 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018).   

Biomass and Waste 

Biomass produced 1.37% and waste produced 28.25% of RE capacity in Taiwan in 2018 (BOE – Statistics 

Handbook, 2019). The development is expected to stay relatively stagnant towards 2025 (Contact Taiwan, 

2018). Biomass accounted for 2.1% of Japan’s electric production and targeted to produce between 3.6-4.6% 

of electricity in 2030 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018).  

Wind Power 

In Taiwan, wind power accounted for 13.34% of RE generation in 2018 (BOE – Statistics Handbook, 2019). It 

is predicted that onshore wind power will account for around 4.4% of the RE installed capacity in 2025 (Con-

tact Taiwan, 2018). The amount of onshore wind is expected to increase with around 500 MW (Contact Tai-

wan, 2018) in the same period as OWE will increase from almost 0 to 5700 MW (MOEA, 2019; Appendix 3). 

In Japan, wind power in 2017 accounted for 0.6% of electricity generation and is expected to account for 

1.7% in 2030 (METI – Japan’s Energy, 2018). These statistics do not differ between onshore and OWE, how-

ever as none of the countries currently have commercial scale OWE, these percentages are exempting OWE 

whilst the latter will be including OWE.  
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18.8. Appendix 8: Country Overview Taiwan and Japan 
 

Taiwan 

Taiwan is one of the most developed countries in Asia with a GDP per capita adjusted to the purchasing 

power parity of USD 50,300 international dollars ranking it amongst countries like, Germany and Denmark 

(CIA – GDP PPP per cap, n.d.) and in nominal terms USD 24,830 (CIA – GDP per cap, n.d.). A steady growth of 

around 2% is forecasted for the next couple of years (Economist Intelligence Unit TW, 2019). The level of 

corruption is one of the lowest in the region (MFA Denmark, 2017) ranking 31st on the corruption perception 

index (Transparency International, 2018). The economy is open and depends highly on international trade 

largely driven by industrial manufacturing and exports of machinery and electronics (CIA – Taiwan, n.d.).  

The population amounts to around 23.5 million inhabitants (Economist – Intelligence Unit, 2019) Taiwan’s 

improved standard of living and increasing electricity consumption has challenged the supply to keep up, 

which has severe economic impacts due to e.g. loss of production (Ko et al., 2015; Yu & Schmollinger, 2017). 

Ensuring stable and abundant electricity supply is a priority of the government (BOE, 2017) and it is viewed 

as ‘’… a sine qua non for economic growth’’ (Wu, 2007). Due to Taiwan’s geographical location as an island 

means that electricity has to be generated locally where almost all inputs are imported, as mentioned in the 

industry analysis.  

The geography of Taiwan is of great importance to the opportunities and challenges for OWE energy, as 

touched upon in the firm-based view regarding Ørsted’s experience in the specific natural conditions with 

typhoons and earthquakes. As touched upon in the industry-based view, a factor of great relevance to OWE 

is the opportunities for RES deployment and development on land, as landscapes with mountains limits the 

options for onshore wind turbines or solar PV panel deployment (Appendix 2). Approximately 60% of Taiwan 

is covered by rugged mountains and has a population density of around 727 people per km2, which limits the 

land-based RES possibilities (Worldatlas – TW, 2017, MFA Denmark, 2017).  Besides that, the Taiwan Strait 

has very favorable wind conditions for OWE (4C Offshore – Windspeed, n.d.).  

Hence, Taiwan is clearly a developed modern economy with strong dependence on electricity and increasing 

demand of it. Due to its electric system’s isolation, they are dependent on producing power based on im-

ported sources. The geographical conditions are ‘pushing’ RES offshore due to the mountainous landscape 

and ‘pulling’ in regard to favorable wind speeds. 

The government’s demand for RE can largely be an effect of the country’s isolated system and dependency 

on imports, combined with international trends made tangible in for instance the Paris Agreement, and the 
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government’s goal of becoming nuclear-free by 2025 and having RE account for 20% of the total energy gen-

eration in 2025 with over 5.7GW OWE installed (BOE, 2017; MOEA, 2019).  

The demand for RE and OWE is not merely seen as a necessity for environmental reasons but also approached 

as a significant opportunity for Taiwanese companies and the economy (BOE, 2017; MFA Denmark, 2017). 

Green energy is one of five focus industries in the government’s ‘Five Plus Two Innovative Industries plan’ 

(Executive Yuan – 5+2, n.d.), and Taiwan strives to build and upgrade an industry as well as attracting foreign 

investments for RE and OWE (BOE, 2017; MFA Denmark, 2017; MOEA & InvesTaiwan, 2018; BOE – Policy 

Information a, 2019; BOE – Policy Information b, 2019). The two first phases of the OWE development strat-

egies have been completed regarding the establishment of subsidy regime and auctions, whilst the third 

phase is to develop the country’s supply chain of various components to become an industry, which can grow 

further with internationalization in the Asia Pacific (Executive Yuan, 2019).  

Besides the Taiwan’s ambitions for OWE, a number of other factors affected the opportunities, challenges 

and hence the strategy of Ørsted in Taiwan, such as the country’s political economy. Institutional conditions 

greatly influence how to approach a market (Appendix 1; Appendix 2; Peng et al., 2009). The following sec-

tions will analyze the institutional conditions and the political economy of Taiwan, in order to better under-

stand the underlying factors explaining the case of Ørsted in Taiwan necessary to build a strategy for Japan.  

Japan 

Japan is the world’s third biggest economy (World Bank – GDP JP, n.d.) with a GDP per capita of Japan ad-

justed to purchasing power is USD 42,900 ranking it twelve places under Denmark and fourteen under Taiwan 

(CIA – GDP PPP per cap, n.d.). The GDP per capita in nominal terms is USD 38,440, thus significantly higher 

than Taiwan (WEF – GCI JP, n.d.). The growth rate is rather low reaching 0.788% in 2018 and has not exceeded 

2 percent for nearly a decade (World Bank – Growth JP, n.d.). Annual economic growth rates are expected to 

continue in the region of 1% (Economist Intelligence Unit - JP, 2019). Japan ranks 18th on the corruption 

perception index and thus better than Taiwan (Transparency International, 2018). Amongst Japan’s largest 

industries measured in their sales are manufacturing and construction (stat.go.jp – Business Activity, 2016). 

Japan’s manufacturing industry is well developed and Japan’s technological capabilities regarding the pro-

duction of automotive vehicles, semiconductors, and consumer electronics are amongst the world’s leading 

(Sawe, 2019).    

The total population of Japan is just over 126 million with a population growth rate of -0.24% in 2018 (CIA – 

JP, 2019). This also the evident in the electricity market’s stableness ((MarketLine – Power Generation JP, 

2018; MarketLine – Energy Consumption JP, 2018; EIA – JP, 2016). The horrific Fukushima accident in the 
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spring of 2011 has affected the Japanese economy and energy market. In the aftermath of the horrific Fuku-

shima accident in the spring of 2011, Japan shut down all nuclear power plants and substituted the energy 

generation largely with oil, coal and natural gas and since 2015, an increasing number of the nuclear power 

plants have been brought back into power generation (Komiyama & Fujii, 2017; MarketLine – Power Gener-

ation JP, 2018). Hence, Japan’s approach and reaction towards nuclear energy after the Fukushima is oppo-

site to Taiwan’s (BOE, 2017).  

Japan consists of four islands and has an isolated electricity system. Mountains and volcanoes dominate the 

landscape of Japan and the country is prone to earthquakes and typhoons (Worldatlas - JP, n.d.) thus similar 

to Taiwan. The population density of Japan is 347.62 people per km2 (Worldatlas – JP, n.d.) however one-

third of the population lives in the Tokyo area (CIA – JP, 2019). The population density of Tokyo is 6,158 

people per km2 (Tokyo Gov, n.d.). Japan’s eastern coast, where the Choshi area is situated, close to Tokyo is 

showing favorable wind speeds (4C Offshore – Windspeed, n.d.) which combined with the onshore space 

restriction for RE deployment has an increasing effect of OWE as an attractive source of energy. Japan does 

thus, at least on the surface, share many factors with that of Taiwan, being a developed economy with strong 

technological capabilities within manufacturing. The electricity system is isolated from other countries and 

heavily relies on imports of fossil sources. 

In the years prior to the Fukushima accident and the few years following, the amount of RE in the energy mix 

remained relatively stable at around 10% (Komiyama & Fujii, 2017) but has increased since as evident in the 

industry analysis. In 2012, the government introduced a FiT scheme for renewable energy aiming to foster 

RE development (METI – FiT, 2012). The FiT scheme is still in place and concerns both household and indus-

trial RE producers with rates being re-examined and revised over time (Export.gov JP RE, 2019). But has evi-

dently not applied to OWE yet the government has only identified areas for OWE but is yet to initiate a tender 

(Durakovic, 2019) but the ‘’… introduction of offshore wind power is indispensable for Japan where appro-

priate places in which onshore wind power can be introduced are limited’’ (METI – Energy Plan, 2018 p. 48). 

Japan’s energy policy is structured according to four main principles: energy security, economic efficiency, 

environmental suitability, and safety also knows as the 3E + S principles (METI – Energy Plan, 2018). It is 

evident that securing electricity at low cost and independently of other countries is a high priority for the 

government and bringing back nuclear with an increasing focus on safety (METI – Energy Plan, 2018). 

 

 


